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ABSTRACT

Brittle, Seth William Ph.D., Environmental Science Ph.D. Program, Department of
Chemistry, Wright State University, 2016. Bioavailability and Transformation of Silver
Nanoparticles in the Freshwater Environment.

The proliferation of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in consumer products and industrial applications
has generated many environmental concerns since the chemistry of silver changes at the nanoscale
and the very properties that make them desirable – their unique reactivity – may pose environmental
risks. This dissertation addresses these concerns from three different angles. First, freshwater crayfish
is demonstrated as a potential benthic indicator of Ag pollution since Ag accumulation depends on
the form of Ag. The uptake and distribution of Ag (from AgNPs or Ag+) in tissue samples were
measured by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The
hepatopancreas (1.5-17.4 µg of Ag g-1 of tissue) was identified as the best tissue-indicator of AgNP
pollution, while the gills (4.5-22.0 µg g-1) and hepatopancreas (2.5-16.7 µg g-1) complementarily
monitored the presence of Ag+. Next, label-free and labeled-enhanced Raman imaging is proposed as
a method to characterize AgNPs adsorption behavior and distribution to minerals. The results of this
study demonstrate that label-free Raman can detect direct chemical interactions (Ag-O stretching at
241 cm-1) while Label-enhanced Raman can reveal AgNPs distribution, when no molecular
interactions are spectroscopically detected, through a SERS-probe. Lastly, an educational laboratory
module developed to introduce undergraduate and graduate STEMM students to AgNPs, ICP-OES,
and US EPA endorsed calibration methods is shown to be effective with the assessment of laboratory
skills and class assignments. Together these studies offer insight into AgNPs future and how to
compromise between nanotechnological progress and unfamiliar environmental risks.
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CHAPTER 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
HISTORY, CHEMISTRY, AND TOXICITY
OF SILVER NANOPARTICLES AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

ASSOCIATED WITH THEIR RELEASE INTO FRESHWATER
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BACKGROUND
Elemental Silver: As with any other element, the location on the periodic table
helps define a set of inherent properties that set elements apart from one another. Silver is
located in group 11 (IB) and period 5 of the periodic table and is therefore classified as a
transition metal. Group 11 elements are commonly referred to as the coinage metals (when
the synthetically made roentgenium is ignored) because they all exhibit unique
physiochemical properties that make them desirable for monetary purposes. Together with
copper and gold, coinage metals have been cherished for their stability, durability, and
luster, making them easily commutable materials of value. Silver’s residence in period 5
places it vertically between copper and gold with five electron shells. Contrary to
expectations, silver is more stable when it fills the 4d shell before the 5s, leaving one lone
electron in the 5s orbital. With an ionization energy of 730.8 kJ mol-1, the most important
silver ion is Ag+ (also written as Ag(I)). Although Ag(II) and Ag(III) are possible, they are
extremely rare as their ionization energies are much higher: 2,072.6 and 3,359.4 kJ mol -1,
respectively1. Therefore, the most environmentally relevant forms of silver are Ag(0) and
Ag(I). The zero-valent form of silver, Ag(0), is not very reactive as it is merely the same
metallic form monetarily revered throughout history. Also, silver is located fairly low in
the reactivity series for metals, but silver surfaces can react (tarnish) with oxygen to form
a silver oxide (Ag2O). Since the focus here is AgNPs, which are known to release Ag+ ions,
the Ag(I) ion demands further attention as it is quite stable against reduction to Ag(0) in
aqueous solutions. As a monovalent cation, Ag+ is one of the most competitive cation
exchangers in soil solutions since it has one of the smallest hydrated radii: 2.77Å resulting
in greater polarizability2,. It can function as a Lewis acid in solution by binding to a ligand,
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such as a sulfide, and accepting its electrons. Ligands are found commonly in freshwater
environments (in abiotic and biotic soil components) thus silver complexes are more
common than Ag+ alone. The oxidation of silver to Ag+ becomes an extremely important
biogeochemical process because the affinity of Ag+ towards ligands will impact the fate
and transportation of many anthropogenic silver sources - from silver compounds to
nanosilver.
Mineral Silver: As a precious metal, silver has historically existed in a dynamic
balance of supply and demand that has helped define countless cultures and economies. Its
luster and rarity have been cherished for over 5 millennia3, but before silver ended up on
fingers and dinner tables, it existed in the earth’s crust. As only a minor constituent, silver
occurs at an average concentration of 0.1 mg kg-1 throughout the world4 and is only the
67th most abundant metal in the earth’s crust5. Traditionally, silver was mined alongside
other metals as minerals. Argentite (a sulfide) and chlorargyrite (a chloride) are the most
common, but silver has also been produced as a byproduct of refining for gold, copper, or
lead5. Silver is then refined, smelted into its purest form, and sold to countless consumers
for a variety of purposes.
Metallic Silver: The wonderful feature of silver metal is that its inherent value
makes it rarely disposed of. Even in the modern manufacturing process, most waste is
recovered and reused to eliminate financial losses. However,

silver surfaces may

eventually oxidize, as shown below [1]6.
2Ag(s) + 2OH- → Ag2O(s) + H2O(g)

ΔG = -11.21 kJ mol-1

[1]

Although aesthetically altered, only a negligible thickness of the surface is affected. Silver
will more readily turn to silver sulfide as seen below [2]. This occurs when atmospheric
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hydrogen sulfide is available, perhaps from industrial processes or decaying organic
matter7.
2Ag(s) + H2S(g) → Ag2S(s) + H2(g)

ΔG = -40.67 kJ mol-1

[2]

Silver sulfide is also not particularly reactive (with no free ion) or soluble and is
basically the same form commonly seen in nature (argentite). Furthermore, the formation
Ag2S helps prevent further oxidation of the silver metal.
Nanosilver: Silver’s strength, malleability, ductility, conductivity, reflectance, and
reactivity may make it valuable in many industrial processes, but its employment as a
nanomaterial has generated a whole other realm of irreplaceable applications. In the
simplest sense, silver nanotechnology can be defined as the exploitation of silver’s unique
properties that exist in nanoscale dimensions8. As a bulk material and a compound, silver
has already proven itself useful; but at the nanoscale, silver exhibits unique properties that
are truly invaluable. Its chemical reactivity changes with smaller dimensions, and this
becomes crucial in many consumer products. This growth into over 400 consumer products
is best explained by looking at AgNPs’ history16.
HISTORY
Although AgNPs seem relatively new, they have been around for a lot longer than
the recent label will suggest. The term “nano” was first used to describe particle size in
1914 by Richard Adolf Zsigmondy, but he was describing particles that already existed9.
The earliest evidence of using nanomaterials was the Lycurgus cup from ancient Rome. It
is a depiction of a scene from Homer’s Iliad, and a unique example of ancient dichroic
glass - different colors are illuminated depending where the light source is. Transmission
electron microscopy has revealed that this phenomenon is attributable to gold and AgNPs
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incorporated into the glass10. Similarly, during the medieval period, monks inadvertently
incorporated nanoparticles into stained glass. Modern technologies revealed that different
shapes and sizes of Au- and Ag-NPs offer varied surface plasmon resonances (SPR)
leading to multiple colors11 (discussed later). The next incident of AgNPs incorporated
them into the Deruta Ceramics. Here, AgNPs were used to create the very particular luster.
Ultraviolet-visible absorbance spectroscopy (UV-Vis) confirmed absorbances around 420–
440 nm, which are indicative of the nanosilver SPR.12
The history of nanosilver continued in scarcity until 1889 when M. C. Lea reported
the first synthesis of colloidal silver. She was developing on Faraday’s silver solution and
improved it to remain stable13,14. By the end of the 19th century, the first commercially
manufactured nanosilver was sold over the counter as a biocide marketed under the name
Collargol13. A few more products were developed, and all were marketed as medicinal
biocides, but their popularity was soon overshadowed by more readily available antibiotics,
such as penicillin

15

. Colloidal silver returned in 1954 as a chlorine alternative for

residential swimming pools. Algaedyn became the first regulated silver product under the
Federal

Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide (FIFRA)

as an algaecide13.

Nanotechnologies have now found their way into over 1600 consumer products – a 400%
increase since 2005 (Figure 1.1)16. From fabrics to electronics, AgNPs are now
incorporated into a wide variety of products. Nanosilver alone accounts for over half of the
total products listed on the consumer products inventory from the project on emerging
nanotechnologies (Figure 1.2). The largest subcategory of nanosilver applications is the
health and fitness sector almost exclusively because of AgNPs antimicrobial properties
(Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3 Subcategories of nanosilver applications16

CHEMISTRY
There are many options in nanotechnology, but nanosilver remains the most
popular. Like all nanoparticles, AgNPs exhibit a high surface area to volume ratio. So why
is silver used more than any other nanomaterial? Perhaps it is because the extensive
versatility of nanosilver has been proven in antimicrobial, optical, and conductive
applications. But why has silver succeeded with such versatility? This goes back to the
unique electron configuration - the lone s electron that makes the silver ion very reactive.
AgNPs exploit this property on a larger scale. Essentially, AgNPs are by definition,
composed of zero-valent metallic Ag that act as a source of Ag+ ions17. Therefore, the high
surface area is a particularly important property for nanosilver because it increases the rate
at which silver ions are released. In fact, many silver nanoparticles are engineered to release
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silver ions. This gives AgNPs their most desired characteristic – their antimicrobial
activity.
Antimicrobial Properties: The broad spectrum of antimicrobial activities have
made AgNPs desired in many personal care products and medical devices. Nanosilver can
inhibit the growth of both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria18. Viruses have also
been shown to be susceptible to AgNPs. Nanosilver decreases HIV activity and also
inhibits further replication19. The inhibition of hepatitis B virus20 and herpes simplex
virus21 was also assessed. Nanosilver is even an effective fungicide. AgNPs can kill a
number of ordinary fungal strains including Aspergillus fumigatus22. It is reported AgNPs
biocidal activity is attributable to the slow release of Ag+. Other mechanisms such as
interaction with thiol groups in proteins and enzymes, inhibition of DNA replication, and
induction of oxidative stress15 make it more difficult for bacteria to produce resistant
strains. These antiviral and antimicrobial properties have been used in everything from
water filtration23 to coating socks24,25. Other than direct applications, AgNPs have even
been used as biosensors for quantitative detection26.
Optical Properties: In addition to antimicrobial properties, AgNPs exhibit unique
optical characteristics.

Under irradiation of light, AgNPs display surface plasmon

resonance (SPR). This is the same phenomena used to confirm nanoparticles’ presence in
ancient materials, like the Lycurgus cup. Essentially, the unique lone s electron creates an
optical anomaly. The collective oscillations of columbic attractions between the negative
electron cloud and the positive nuclei create the SPR27. This phenomenon is visible with
UV-Vis spectroscopy and is typically used to characterize AgNPs. Since the width and
position of the SPR peaks are influenced by the size, shape, and dispersion of the
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nanoparticles, UV-Vis offers quick estimates of these characteristics28. The resultant
absorbance peak within a spectrum directly relates to molecules absorbing electromagnetic
radiation (ultraviolet and visible light) within a specific wavelength region. The optical
properties of nanosilver also offer an enhancement to other spectroscopic techniques like
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) and metal-enhanced fluorescence29.
Incident electromagnetic radiation is enhanced in the presence of nanosilver SPR and can
consequently increase the detection limits of Raman techniques. Although not effective for
all analytes, this enhancement does offer increased versatility.
Conductive and Thermal Properties: Conductive and thermal properties have
opened the potential for printing circuit components. Nanoscale electronics open a whole
realm of electronic possibilities. Not only can circuit components be made smaller, but they
can offer mechanical flexibility. With this advancement, nanosilver films can be developed
and used in flexible displays30. Another benefit is that the melting point of silver is
dramatically lowered at the nanoscale, thus, a lower heat treatment is required. This allows
silver to be directly dispensed onto polymeric or temperature sensitive substrates without
damaging them31. Research is still optimizing a compromise between the size of nanosilver
wires and its conductive potential, but nanosilver has still made an appearance in computer
components, but not for their conductive properties. Some keyboards and computer mice
have already been manufactured with a nanosilver coating to exploit the more popular
antimicrobial properties16.
Synthesis and Characterization: Whatever the desired function, nanosilver
products generally utilize a colloid in at least one step of the production process. Most
methods involve the reduction of a silver salt with a reducing agent32. For example, the
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most widely used method, the Creighton synthesis, reduces silver nitrate with sodium
borohydride. Often, a capping agent will be added to help stabilize or functionalize the
colloid for a specific purpose. These commonly include polyvinyl alcohol (PVA),
poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP), citrate, bovine serum albumin (BSA), or cellulose15. In
addition, the size, shape, concentration, and charge can be controlled by various synthesis
details to generate ideal nanoparticles for a particular purpose33,34 Once AgNPs are
synthesized, they are much more than just nano-scaled clusters of silver - they are an
entirely new entity. Likewise, there is a growing concern about the increased use of
nanosilver as different physiochemical properties arise. In 2010 the USEPA came up a
series of nine parameters that should be regularly characterized by the most advanced
instrumentation available. Table 1.1 summarizes these criteria and appropriate
characterization methods. Thus, as AgNPs’ usage increase, they must be characterized
accordingly, especially since there is a narrowing consensus on defining AgNPs’ toxicity.
Table 1.1: Criteria and appropriate characterization methods proposed by the USEPA to
appropriately characterize nanomaterials.35
No.
1

U.S. EPA
Standards
Shape

Characterization Methods
Transmission and scanning electron microscopy (TEM and
SEM)

2

Chemical
composition

ICP-OES, Inductively coupled plasma – optical emission
spectroscopy / mass spectroscopy. Fourier transform –
infrared spectroscopy, Raman and SERS, X-Ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), UV-Vis absorption spectrophotometry

3

Crystal structure

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)

4

Average size

TEM, SEM, XRD, and dynamic light Scattering (DLS)

5

Size distribution

TEM, SEM, and atomic force microscopy (AFM)

6

Surface area

TEM, and Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) measurements

7

Surface treatment

XPS, FT-IR, Raman, SERS, and scanning probe microscopy

8

Solubility

Solubility tests

9

Surface charge

Zeta potential measurements and SPM
10

TOXICITY
Argyria, the only confirmed symptom of silver exposure in humans, is considered
only a cosmetic inconvenience as it merely adjusts skin pigments to a bluish gray36.
Essentially, silver is deposited in small blood vessels (capillaries) encased in a membranous
vesicle (lysosomes) to prevent exposure to the more sensitive cell components. As the
silver is exposed to light, it reduces to metallic silver8. However, research and reviews
have suggested ionic silver has drastic impacts in numerous experimental models. Silver
toxicity is well-documented and mostly depends on the concentration of free silver ions
(Ag+) while silver sulfide, silver chloride, and silver thiosulfate have not been shown to be
toxic37. The intent here is not to reproduce numerous biological reviews, but rather to
acknowledge the variety of studies that has been conducted. In a literature assessment of
peer-reviewed articles, it was reported 26% of the arguments that support evaluation of
nanosilver make the claim that it is toxic to organisms38. The concern is free silver ions
that form from nanosilver. Again, most AgNPs are engineered to release Ag+ ions, although
inconclusive as a whole nanosilver has demonstrated histo-, cyto-, and geno-toxicity in
multiple experimental organisms. All results are attributable to free Ag+ ions. Histoxicity
examples include tissue deformities and silver accumulation. In vivo cytotoxicity has been
demonstrated with the generation of ROS, inflammation, and cell death39,40,41. Others claim
nanosilver exhibits genotoxicity. Nanosilver has been shown to cross cell membranes by
mimicking essential ion characteristic (i.e.,. Na+) and thus deliver free silver ions into the
cellular nucleus41. This mechanism is often appropriately referred to as the “Trojan
horse41”. Unfortunately, most of this research is focused on mammalian cells or
bacteria8,37,41. Although beneficial, these experiments are often designed around
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anticipated results by simulating unrealistic concentrations of AgNPs. Research must go
beyond concentration studies. Since most products will be discarded as aqueous waste
down the drain either as colloidal silver or leached nanosilver, research must also focus on
the realistic impact AgNPs will have once released into freshwater environments (Kim,
2005).
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
Nanosilver Regulation: As numerous products take advantage of AgNPs,
desirable properties environmental and health concerns escalate. Although only 5% or
1,230 tons of the total silver is allocated to manufacturing AgNPs, there is still a concern
in the role they may play, in the environment with their unique chemistry. Currently,
nanosilver is considered safe for mammalian cells42 despite countless research that claims
otherwise.

As with most industries, there are larger factors at play and the Silver

Nanoparticle Working Group strives to promote nanosilver’s innocence. The USEPA has
regulated some nanosilver products under FIFRA. Interestingly, it is not silver’s size that
leads to this decision, but rather, its bactericidal properties. A washing machine may not
seem like a pesticide, but the antimicrobial properties have placed a few commercially sold
appliances on FIFRA’s list

4344,45

. However, nanosilver is still new enough for most

industries to benefit from the knowledge gaps despite the fact nanosilver has been on the
market longer than ionic silver13. The first non-nanosilver product was not registered until
1994, forty years after Algaedyn. Ionic silver is more toxic as seen in numerous reviews
46,37,45

but nanosilver can release silver ions. The USEPA issued a report in 2011 with a

demand to manage nanomaterial risks more effectively35 and had updated it every year
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since. Of course, as with any regulation, compliance only limits a facility’s waste, and as
the nanosilver industry grows as a whole, this may not be enough.
The toxicity of silver is known and is reported by multiple government agencies4,8,9,
but nanosilver is different, and correlation to existing regulations is difficult since most are
based on concentrations. Although an adequate temporary solution this is not an effective
solution for future regulations since it is unknown if AgNP toxicity is attributed directly to
AgNPs or to the release of Ag+ ions. Thus, there is a need for risk assessment and
environmental surveillance beyond concentration, but currently, few methodologies exist.
Nanosilver Release: The biggest gaps in silver nanotechnology exist in the
distance between the most defined forms of silver. Just as metallic silver is not the same
as a silver compound, AgNP’s physiochemical properties are different, mainly due to large
surface area to volume ratios. Additional variation in size, concentration, shape, charge,
and functionality only make identifying their fate and transport more difficult.
Extrapolations can be made – and they are – but almost always with assumptions. If any
conclusions are to be made on nanosilver toxicity, research should also confirm the
possibility of such exposure. In an ideal world, every form of nanosilver would be given
individual focus, but the numerous varieties of AgNPs make it nearly impossible to
consider every scenario. Nonetheless, it is sensible to infer possibilities. Generally, there
are two broad categories to contemplate. Commonly referred to as fate and transport these
words simply mean that released nanosilver may either 1) persist and accumulate as
nanosilver in biological entities, or 2) it may change form and complex with soil
components or other potential contaminants. A variety of research studies have proposed a
few potential options, each is breifly discussed.
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Aggregation – The simplest definition of aggregation refers to the collection of
smaller units or parts into a larger mass or body47. In nanotechnology this terminology is
used to describe the flocculation of nanoparticles into larger particles or aggregates. By
definition, once nanoparticles have aggregated into dimensions greater than 100 nm, they
are no longer considered nanoparticles. Likewise, aggregates’ surface area per volume ratio
tends to be less compared to the individual nanoparticles. Since the size of nanoparticles
relates so closely to their reactivity, aggregation greatly reduces the activity of
nanoparticles. There are two possible forms: homoaggregates and heteroaggregates48.
Homoaggregates simply refers to AgNPs aggregating with other AgNPs. Heteroaggregates
refer to AgNPs aggregating with other materials. In freshwater environments, this primarily
includes natural organic matter (NOM) or minerals. There is a variety of water chemistries
that can influence aggregation such as salinity, temperature, surrounding chemicals, but
the final resultant particle is perhaps most influenced by AgNPs themselves. Before
conclusions are made, other possible transformations must be discussed.
Soluble ions (Ag+) – Aggregation implies the formation of larger particles, which
in its own regard is not very concerning as the reactivity will certainly be decreased. On
the other hand, the more likely scenario is much less pleasant. The oxidative dissolution of
AgNPs will essentially become a significant source of the highly reactive Ag+ ions. It has
already been suggested Ag+ ions can complex with ligands, but what will happen with an
excess of Ag+ ions? As ionic silver is one of the most toxic metals known to aquatic
organisms8, oxidative dissolution of AgNPs raises toxicity concerns. Heavily influenced
by pH and temperature, the release of Ag+ ions is the most environmentally concerning
fate of AgNPs8.
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Liu et al. predicted AgNPs would undergo complete oxidative dissolution with
peroxide intermediates. The rate of ion released increased with temperature. The proposed
pathway is shown below:
𝐴𝑔0

𝐴𝑔0

O2 + H+ → Ag+ + peroxide intermediates → Ag+ + H2O

[3]

Ion release is therefore highly dependent on pH, (effectively, protons). Dissolution rate
decreases with increasing pH. Dobias et al. concluded dissolution was faster at lower pH
but never observed complete dissolution under anoxic or oxic conditions49. This suggests
that AgNPs are most stable at environmentally relevant pH values, but they also observed
the most significant dependence on nanoparticle size - larger sized particles were more
resistant to dissolution. He also demonstrated PVP- and Tan-AgNPs are more prone to Ag+
release than Cit-AgNPs49. Hence research must not only look at both Ag+ and AgNPs but
also capping agents, temperature, and pH.
Persist as AgNPs – Since AgNPs release Ag+ ions and AgNPs can also aggregate,
the least likely possibility is for AgNPs to remain as AgNPs indefinitely. However, this
cannot be entirely ruled out. Dobias’s results showed that larger particles never completely
dissolved. Therefore, even as they initially shrink, smaller nanoparticles will also be
retained. As another example, Chinnapongse et al. showed that citrate-capped 20 nm
AgNPs in environments with lower salinity and less NOM than average levels was stable
enough to create a potential risk for accumulation50. However, the potential influence of
pH and temperature was not considered.
New AgNPs – Other research has even shown organic matter has reductive
potential. This suggests that new nanoparticles can form from dissolved Ag+ ions. Akaighe
et al.’s results suggest the potential for the formation of new AgNPs in the presence of
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organic matter, namely, humic acids (HA)51. So even if research continues to support the
dissolution of AgNPs the resulting Ag+ ions may also form new AgNPs, implying that not
all AgNPs may be anthropogenic. It is worth mentioning Akaighe claimed the formation
was most effective at higher temperatures, so although possible, this seems most likely in
environments with elevated temperature (i.e., hot-springs), where organic matter would be
less than a river or lake. Furthermore, the experiments were sealed from atmospheric gases
which could certainly impact solution pH and oxygen content51. In environmental research,
experimental exposure to atmospheric gases is important when surface waters are exposed
as this directly impacts the transformation of AgNPs, especially if AgNPs are easily
oxidized.
Oxidation of AgNPs – Silver nanoparticles have also shown to partially oxidize (on
the surface). Just as bulk silver can eventually tarnish, AgNPs can undergo a similar
mechanism but on a much smaller scale. This oxidation of AgNPs effectively changes the
surface, which also alters the reactivity of the nanoparticle. For example, Lok et al.
confirmed oxidized AgNPs have more antimicrobial activities than zero-valent AgNPs52.
However, it was suggested that the oxidation essentially precedes the dissolution of
AgNPs. So, while dissolution affects the release of Ag+, it depends on oxidation. Dobias et
al. also implied the same mechanism: partial surface oxidation followed by dissolution49.
Predictably, this is attributed to the available surface area, which is why smaller
nanoparticles dissolved more readily.
The complexity of the environment and diversity of engineered AgNPs contribute
to these multiple conclusions. Furthermore, not only is the specific form of nanosilver
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relevant but also where and how it is released. Countless factors such as pH, temperature,
oxygen, organic matter, etc. will all play a very important role in the fate of AgNPs.
GAPS OF KNOWLEDGE AND MAIN GOALS
As mentioned previously, this dissertation has approached the environmental
concerns associated with silver nanoparticles from three different directions to help answer
one question: What is the fate of silver nanoparticles in freshwater environments? Chapter
2 looks at the biological implications of released AgNPs and emphasizes the importance to
distinguish Ag accumulation based on the different forms of Ag (i.e., AgNPs vs. Ag+). This
is accomplished by using different tissues within freshwater crayfish and variety of
chemical and biological analytical techniques. Chapter 3 presents a method to characterize
AgNP adsorption behavior and distribution to mineral components of soil. Briefly, it was
understood that not all Ag would become bioavailable due to complexation schemes with
soil components, and since there is limited data on the interaction with minerals, aluminum
oxide was chosen as a model adsorbent because it may serve as a proxy for the alumina
octahedra of the wide variety of aluminosilicates of its abundance in soils throughout the
world. Lastly, Chapter 4 addresses the importance of educating future generations about
nanomaterials and the importance in characterizing them in accordance with governmental
regulations. This was accomplished by developing a laboratory module to introduce
STEMM students to inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES)
as an analytical technique to measure total silver content within AgNPs and assess their
interest and performance with questionnaires and evaluations.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
Nowadays, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are utilized in numerous applications,
raising justified concerns about their release into the environment. This study demonstrates
the potential to use freshwater crayfish as a benthic-zone indicator of nanosilver and ionic
silver pollution. Crayfish were acclimated to 20-L aquaria filled with Hudson River water
(HRW) and exposed for 14 days to widely-used Creighton AgNPs and Ag+ at doses of up
to 360 µg L-1 to surpass regulated water concentrations. The uptake and distribution of Ag
in over 650 exoskeletons, gills, hepatopancreas and muscles samples were determined by
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) in conjunction with
two complementary U.S. EPA-endorsed methods: the external calibration and the standard
additions. Reflecting the environmental plasticity of the two investigated species,
Orconectes virilis accumulated in a dose-dependent manner more Ag than Procambarus
clarkii (on average 31% more Ag). Both species showed DNA damage and severe
histological changes in the presence of Ag. However, Ag+ generally led to higher Ag
accumulations (28%) and was more toxic. By the harvest day, about 14 ± 9 % of the 360
µg L-1 of AgNP exposure in the HRW oxidized to Ag+ and may have contributed to the
observed toxicities and bioaccumulations. The hepatopancreas (1.5-17.4 µg of Ag g-1 of
tissue) was identified as the best tissue-indicator of AgNP pollution while the gills (4.522.0 µg g-1) and hepatopancreas (2.5-16.7 µg g-1) complementarily monitored the presence
of Ag+.
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INTRODUCTION
The risks associated with the increased propagation of nanomaterials has attracted
significant attention from researchers and funding agencies.1,2 Silver nanoparticles
(AgNPs) have been extensively used in many applications due to their unique
antimicrobial2, optical3, and electrochemical4,5 properties. Currently, it is estimated that
about 25% of the nanomaterial-containing consumer products (i.e., over 400 products)
exploit the properties of AgNPs.6 For the past decade, the in vitro and in vivo toxicities of
AgNPs have been extensively studied, and it was generally agreed that most of the adverse
effects are caused by the release of Ag+ from AgNPs.1,7-10 In water, nanosilver has been
demonstrated to act as a major reservoir of Ag+ ions,8,11,12 which can generate reactive
oxygen species (ROS) and subsequently trigger oxidative stress in organisms.7,13 Although
Ag+ at low-ppb levels was found to be toxic to various aquatic organisms14 such as fish
(96-h LC50 of 6.5-13.0 µg L-1 and 22.0 µg L-1 for rainbow trout15 and zebrafish,
respectively16,17) and aquatic crustacean (48-h LC50 of 1.2 µg L-1 for Daphnia magna18),
nanosilver has also been shown to possess inherent toxicity.7,10,19,20 More recently, AgNPs
were found to employ additional mechanisms in zebrafish10,21-23 and Daphnia magna19,24
by mutating DNA, disrupting cellular metabolism, and causing necrosis and/or
apoptosis.7,9,19-28
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) considers Ag in all soluble
forms a priority surface water pollutant because of its persistence and overall
environmental impact29. Recently, officials from sewage industries30 and other
25

organizations (e.g., International Center for Technology Assessment31) have begun
expressing concerns to EPA about the increased release of nanosilver in wastewater
effluents and landfill runoff, ultimately increasing the total bioavailability of Ag in
freshwater.2,7,11,26,32 Discharges of nanosilver have already been reported in multiple
studies involving the washing of nanosilver-coated fabrics33,34 and the leaching of
nanosilver from paints35 or water filters1. However, their environmental fate largely
remains undetermined;2,36 nanosilver may convert to Ag+ 11,12, form complexes with other
ions, molecules, or molecular moieties2,12,36-38, agglomerate upon interaction with natural
organic matter36,39, or remain in nano-form40.
Irrespective of the fate of nanosilver, Ag toxicity in water is currently determined
by the concentration of Ag+.2,29 However, only a few studies36,41 have undertaken the tasks
of independently examining the uptake and biodistribution of the two silver forms (AgNPs
and Ag+) in organisms primarily residing in freshwater benthic zones, despite available
literature evidence2,7,14 suggesting anthropogenic Ag’s fate resides at the sediment-water
interface. Thus, the selective quantification of Ag pollution in all zones of the freshwater
ecosystem still presents a challenge. To address this important knowledge gap, this study
focused for the first time on quantifying the selective uptake and distribution of both
AgNPs and Ag+ in a freshwater organism, which resides in the benthic zone, namely
crayfish. This was achieved through inductively coupled plasma optical emission
spectroscopy (ICP-OES) in conjunction with two complementary EPA-endorsed methods
of calibration42,43 that heretofore have not been used together on aquatic models. In
addition, a more diverse selection of tissue samples (exoskeletons, gills, hepatopancreas,
and muscles) from each specimen was examined compared to previous environmental
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studies.2,7,13-24,26-28 The uptake levels of Ag in crayfish tissues were further correlated with
observed neurological and pathological changes for a better understanding of their toxicity.
Two species of crayfish, Procambarus clarkii and Orconectes virilis, were selected
as biological models because of their previous use in quantifying other heavy metal
pollutants in freshwater.44-46 The crayfish model offers several advantages in comparison
to other organisms that have been proposed as potential nanosilver indicators including
green algae20,47,48, periphyton49, Daphnia magna19,24,50, zebrafish8,16,17,21-23, and rainbow
trout15,51,52. As benthic detrivores, crayfish have a relatively simple anatomy and represent
the largest mobile macroinvertebrate in the temperate freshwater ecosystem,53-55 where
many pollutants including AgNPs and AgNP-aggregates may accumulate.2,11,36 These
features make crayfish an attractive freshwater environmental/toxicological model.
Crayfish are also frequently consumed by humans in the southern U.S. and in parts of
Australia and Europe55. Additionally, crayfish exhibit wide, stable populations53,54, have a
high tolerance to pollution44,45 and were assigned a high score in various biological water
quality indices56 (e.g., a score of 8 on a 10-scale of the Biological Monitoring Working
Party57). Hence, the study of crayfish may offer insight into the accumulation levels and
toxicological effects of Ag even at high exposure levels.
In this work, doses of Creighton AgNPs and Ag+ as high as 360 µg L-1 in Hudson
River water (HRW) (Figure 2.S1) were chosen to correlate with previous studies and to
surpass regulated water concentrations (i.e., EPA-permitted secondary drinking water
maximum contaminant level of 100 µg L-1)58 (Figures 2.S2 and 2.S3). Situated in central
New York State, the 315-mile long Hudson River ecosystem sustains a large population of
flora, fauna and people that have historically offered a foundation for many freshwater
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studies.59 The Creighton reaction was employed for the aqueous synthesis of AgNPs
because, as indicated by Tolaymat in his comprehensive review60, it represents the most
widely-used nano-fabrication approach due to its simplicity, low-cost and moderate sizedistribution of AgNPs. The concentration of the AgNP- and Ag+-stock samples for crayfish
exposure and the total amount of Ag accumulated in chemically digested tissues were
accurately quantified through ICP-OES in conjunction with the external calibration and the
standard addition methods. While the external calibration curve is the gold-standard for
most metal accumulation studies with a large number of samples42,43,61, the standard
additions method is increasingly becoming important in the quantification of metallic NPs,
where matrix effects may occur.62-64 ICP-OES was selected because it is a well-established
EPA analytical method for the quantification of metals down to the ppb level within water43
and tissues65. External tissues that were collected for ICP-OES analysis due to their
immediate contact with the environment included the epicuticle surface of the exoskeleton
and the epithelial layers of the gills.53,66 Internal tissues that were examined by ICP-OES
comprised the abdominal tail flexor due to its regular consumption by higher trophic
organisms (including humans)55 and hepatopancreas due to its primary role in digestion
and detoxification.53,54,66 Overall, this work demonstrates the influence of AgNP- and Ag+exposure on tissues of freshwater crayfish and presents the possibility of using crayfish
tissues as indicators of AgNP- and Ag+-pollution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All materials were purchased from Fisher Scientific and used without further
modification unless specified. High-quality water (18.2 MΩcm) was obtained from a
LabConco system.
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Synthesis and Characterization of AgNPs: A Creighton method67 was chosen to
fabricate negatively charged, unfunctionalized colloidal AgNPs. In this synthesis, a 2:1
mM ratio of sodium borohydride (NaBH4) to silver nitrate (AgNO3) was used to minimize
the amount of excess reagents and byproducts.67-69 Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption
spectroscopy was employed to confirm the formation of spherical AgNPs by the presence
of a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) peak

69

In preparation for total Ag

quantification by ICP-OES, colloidal samples were digested in 2 mL of OPTIMA grade
nitric acid (67-70% HNO3) at 225 °C. These samples (< 200 µL) were then diluted to 2%
HNO3 and analyzed by a Varian 710 ICP-OES unit equipped with an SPS 3 autosampler.
A LabRam HR800 Raman system was utilized to verify colloidal purity (Supporting
Information). The nanocolloid was used fresh in order to avoid the potential release of Ag+
cations from AgNPs. This redox reaction may occur with time (6-125 days) under
favorable conditions such as the presence of H+, dissolved O2, or increased temperature.12
Cloud Point Extraction of AgNPs and Ag+: In order to quantify the possible
release of Ag+ ions from AgNPs within the water tank environment, a separate experiment
was ulterior carried out in smaller aquaria filled with 1 L of HRW, to which either AgNPs
or Ag+ in the highest exposure amount, i.e., 360 µg L-1, were added (N = 3 aquaria for each
control or treatment). CPE controls included HRW alone and fresh Creighton AgNPs. All
experimental tank conditions were recreated similar to the ones in the crayfish tanks at a
later date. Aliquot samples were collected from the bottom of each tank, where the crayfish
normally inhabit, on the first (day 1) and the last day of the experimental duration (day 14),
and subjected to a cloud point extraction (CPE) procedure to separate AgNPs from Ag+.
Recent CPE studies on AgNPs showed that the two Ag species may be isolated from
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aqueous matrices by the addition of Na2S2O3 and Triton X-114.70-72 While Na2S2O3
chelated Ag+, Triton X-114 formed micelles with AgNPs70-72. The two phases resulting
from CPE (Figure 2.1) were then separated by centrifugation and analyzed for the total Ag
content by ICP-OES following the ICP-OES procedures for the colloidal AgNP controls.
Experimental details for the CPE procedure are given in Supporting Information. For
further analysis, UV-Vis absorption spectra were measured from HRW containing a higher
concentration of AgNPs (1 mg L-1). AgNPs could not be detected by absorption
spectroscopy in the crayfish tanks due to the lower sensitivity of the method at these
concentrations (< 360 µg L-1).
Crayfish Acclimation: Crayfish specimens of similar age (~2 years), length (7±2
cm and 7±3 cm), and weight (22.2 ± 8.7 g and 18.5 ± 9.4 g) were purchased from Carolina
Biological Supplies (P. clarkii) and Northeastern Aquatics, Inc. (O. virilis). Upon arrival,
crayfish were sexed, and three experimental organisms were randomly placed in each tank
(N = 2 tanks for each control or treatment, at least one organism of each sex per tank),
where they were allowed to acclimate to the laboratory and Hudson River conditions for
three days. The preparation of the 20-L aquaria, the filtration of the Hudson River water
(HRW)73, and the water quality measurements are described in the Supporting Information.
Crayfish were fed daily one-quarter of an H2O Stable Wafer (New Life Spectrum).
Silver Dosing: Each organism was weighed before adding colloidal AgNPs and
removing the equivalent amount of water. Crayfish were exposed for 14 days to either
AgNPs or Ag+ from AgNO3 (30, 120, and 360 µg L-1, Figure 2.S1). Control groups
included cages submerged in the Hudson River and aquaria containing only HRW or
concentrations of NaBH4 stoichiometrically equivalent to those used in synthesis (20, 80,
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and 240 µg L-1). A laboratory control containing filtered HRW alone served as a water
chemistry control. Details are provided in the Supporting Information (Figures 2.S1-2.S3).
Behavioral and Gross Pathology: Threat responsiveness74-77 and gross visual
observations of animal health (i.e., exoskeleton cleanliness, coloring consistency, bodily
integrity, molting, and mortality – Table 2.S1)53,77,78 were recorded daily. Details are
provided in the Supporting Information.
Tissue Sampling: On the morning of harvest, crayfish were again weighed and
measured. Crayfish were then anesthetized with ice for 15 min in labeled bags following
the DeForest Mellon procedure.77 Upon removal from the anesthetic conditions, specimens
were surgically decapitated within 5-10 s to avoid major stress. Encephalon,
hepatopancreas, tail flexor, and a dorsal section of the exoskeleton (6x per treatment and
species) were collected for histological analysis. Encephalon tissues (3x per treatment and
species) were chosen at random and immediately analyzed for DNA damage.
ICP-OES Sample Preparation: Over 650 exoskeletons, gills, hepatopancreas, and
muscles were oven dried for 72 hours at 80°C, weighed and digested in glass beakers
following the U.S. EPA methods 200.1179 and 305265. Briefly, samples were subjected to
a 15-min “cold” digestion at room temperature using 5 mL of OPTIMA grade HNO 3 (6770%). This was followed by a “hot” digestion at ~180 °C until all solid material was
dissolved. Next, the temperature was reduced to 80 °C, and 2 mL of reagent grade hydrogen
peroxide (30% H2O2) was slowly added to bleach samples. Sample beakers were removed
from the hot-plate (when < 200 µL remained), cooled, rinsed five times with HQ water,
and transferred to 10- or 25-mL volumetric flasks for dilutions to 2% HNO3. Lastly, each
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sample was split between two ICP-OES test tubes to allow for duplicate measurements to
be independently performed.
ICP-OES Analysis: Digested tissues and colloidal samples were loaded into the
autosampler, peristaltically pumped into a Meinhard nebulizer at a rate of 2 mL min-1, and
aspirated together with a 15.0 L min-1 argon gas flow. The samples were measured in
triplicate using an axially positioned quartz torch, two wavelengths for Ag (328.068 nm
and 338.289 nm), a read time of 15 s and a stabilization delay of 45 s. External Calibration
Method: Ag+ standards were prepared from a 103 mg L-1 of Ag+ SPEX CertiPrep stock
standard by quantitative dilutions to 2% OPTIMA grade HNO3 and HQ water. An elevenpoint external calibration curve was then constructed (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125,
and 150 µg L-1) and the total amount of Ag was determined by interpolation for each
treatment and individual tissue. Standard Additions Calibration Method: Standard addition
curves were also constructed for all tissue samples within each treatment to account for
potential matrix interferences and to perform quality control. Equal volumes of digested
samples (1.00 mL) and known concentrations of 103 μg L-1 of Ag+ standard were added in
gradual volume increments of 25 µL, in the 0-100 µL range. The relative percent difference
(RPD) and percent recovery (R) were obtained by comparing the Ag concentrations from
both calibration methods in accordance with the U.S. EPA guidelines (Supporting
Information). 42,43
DNA Analysis: Encephalon samples were processed for DNA damage with a
Trevigen CometAssay kit.80 Briefly, tissue was minced in 2 mL of 20 mM of EDTA in
PBS solution, centrifuged, and 10 μL of the supernatant was mixed with 90 μL of low melt
LMAgarose. The mixture was then immobilized on pre-treated CometAssay slides and
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chilled at 4 °C. Sample-filled slides were treated with an alkaline solution (0.26 M of
NaOH) for 30 min to unwind the DNA. Next, the slides were placed into the standardized
Comet Assay® Electrophoresis System, filled with a buffer of pH > 13 (200 mM of NaOH
and 1 mM of EDTA), and subjected to 21 V / 40 mA for 30 min. Afterward, the slides were
rinsed with 95% ethanol (EtOH), allowed to air dry, and stained with SYBR-Green. An
Olympus BX51 epifluorescent microscope coupled to a Magnafire SP digital camera was
used to photograph fluorescent comets. DNA comet lengths (on average N = ~40 per slide
for each Ag exposure or control) were measured using Image-Pro Plus software.
Distribution of DNA between the tail and head of the comet was used to evaluate the degree
of DNA damage with respect to controls.
Histopathological Analysis: Hepatopancreas and encephalons were rinsed in a
saline solution and placed in a modified Demke’s fixative for seven days (formalin, glacial
acetic acid, 95% EtOH, and distilled water).81 Samples were then removed from the
fixative and sequentially submerged in: 70% EtOH for 24 h, 95% EtOH for 30 min, twice
with absolute EtOH for 30 min, and twice in clearing agent (SafeClear) for 30 min. The
tissues were then positioned in plastic Peel-A-Way® disposable histology molds. Paraffin
infiltration and embedding were done using a Leica EG 1160 Paraffin Embedding Center
(Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) in freshly-melted Type L paraffin for 30 min.
The paraffin molds were sectioned with a Spencer microtome to 6-µm thick; the slices
were fixed with 50% albumin / 50% glycerol on glass slides and stained using the general
Up and Down series with Hematoxylin-2 and Eosin-Y dyes. Prepared slides were examined
using the same epifluorescent microscope.
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Statistical Analysis: SigmaPlot 12.0 was used to examine statistical variation
amongst treatments. One-way ANOVA was performed independently on all results and
was followed by individualized post-hoc analysis for further statistical examination (twoway ANOVA was performed on water metrics). Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) multiple
comparison tests were independently performed on all water metrics and DNA comet
lengths to identify values with p > 0.950 significance at the α-0.05 probability level. The
average of both scores from the behavioral analysis and the average from the duplicate
ICP-OES measurements underwent a Holm-Šidák one-way adjustment at the probability
level α ≤ 0.05 to investigate the variation in responses and Ag accumulation levels amongst
all treatments and controls.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Characterization of AgNPs: Synthesized AgNPs were
characterized in accordance with EPA’s recommendations.82,83 ICP-OES revealed an
average Ag concentration of 15.4 ± 0.8 mg L-1, and Raman spectroscopy confirmed the
absence of organic impurities and silver oxide peaks. In our previous TEM work, these
AgNPs appeared spherical, had an average diameter of 14.1 ± 13.4 nm and a moderate size
distribution in the 1-100 nm range.84 The total AgNP surface area was roughly estimated
to be ~1500 nm2 based off the average TEM diameter.84 Previous Zeta-potential
measurements demonstrated that these AgNPs are negatively charged and are stable at the
experimental pH of this study (ζ-potential of -41.47 mV at pH = 8.2).84,85 Details are
provided in the Supporting Information (Figure 2.S4).
Cloud Point Extraction of AgNPs and Ag+: In the control measurements, CPE
demonstrated that the fresh Creighton colloid of AgNPs alone contained small amounts of
Ag+ ions and small amounts of Ag+ converted to AgNPs in the HRW (≤ 10 % by day 14th).
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In the sample measurements, CPE successfully verified the persistence of AgNPs at the
-1

bottom of the aquaria at day 14 after the exposure to 360 µg L of AgNPs (Figure 2.1).
More specifically, 35 ± 6 % of the total Ag was found to be in AgNP form, while 14 ± 9
% was in Ag+ ionic form at day 14. It is assumed that the detected Ag+ is the result of the
AgNP oxidation in the water tank environment. As one can notice, there is no considerable
difference between the Ag+ content at day 1 and day 14 after the AgNP exposure (Figure
2.1) suggesting that the redox reactions may quickly reach a dynamic equilibrium within
the aquarium environment. The remaining percentage of ~ 51% might have been adsorbed
to the rock substrate, the walls, or the filtering material of aquaria. The change in the color
of tank water from cloudy yellow-brownish at day 1 to clear light-yellow at day 14 seems
to confirm the settling of AgNPs onto the mentioned solid components of the tank (Figure
2.S5). This observation is further supported by the UV-Vis absorption spectra that were
-1

collected from the AgNPs in HRW (1 µg L ). The absorption spectra (Figure 2.S6) suggest
that at day 1, HRW induces the possible formation of larger or differently shaped AgNPs
and/or AgNP-aggregates through the appearance of an additional LSPR peak at 516 nm.
However, the new peak disappears at day 14, possibly due to their settling.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic showing the separation of the two Ag species (AgNPs and Ag+)
from the HRW in the aquaria at day 1 and day 14 after the AgNP exposure via CPE and
centrifugation, and their subsequent quantification for total Ag by ICP-OES.

Water Metrics: No significant differences were observed amongst any aquaria or
experimental data with respect to water metrics (Figures 2.S7 and 2.S8). The only
exception was the river control due to the dynamic nature of the river ecosystem.
Anatomical and Behavioral Observations: There was no notable impact on the
experimental results due to incidences of molting and/or loss of appendages (Table 2.S1).
Only one specimen was harvested with gastroliths and therefore omitted from further
analysis. All Ag-treated P. clarkii exhibited an increase in average weight between the start
and the end of the experiment (3.0–7.4%), with the exception of the 120 µg L-1 of AgNP
exposure, where a small decrease (2.6 %) in weight was noticed (Figure 2.S9). In contrast,
all Ag-treated O. virilis experienced weight loss (1.7–23.3%) (Figure 2.S9). Possible
explanations for these weight trends may include differences in the source of the animals
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and/or responses to an altered diet. The only significant behavioral observation was a
decrease in fear responses in the Ag+-exposed specimens (p < 0.05, Figure 2.S10).
Silver Quantification: as revealed by the standard additions, matrix effects were
negligible in all digested tissues (Supporting Information); the relative percent differences
(RPD) were less than the EPA quality control guidelines (< 10%). Thus, the external
calibration method was deemed suitable for the quantification of total Ag in the digested
samples. Sample calibration curves from both methods are given in Figure 2.S11. Overall,
negligible Ag amounts (< minimum detection limit (MDL) = 3.0 µg L-1, Supporting
Information) were detected in all controls, suggesting that the water sourced from Hudson
River contained undetectable levels of Ag. Figure 2.2 summarizes the total Ag accumulated
within each harvested tissue.
External tissues:
A) Exoskeleton—the extremely-ordered chitin-calcium carbonate scaffolding of the
exoskeleton acts to support the internal organs of a crayfish while simultaneously offering
defense to the external environment.53,54,78 As seen in Figure 2.2A, small amounts of Ag
accumulated in any exoskeleton of Ag-treated crayfish (0.17-1.95 µg g-1); these values
were approximately one order of magnitude lower than those corresponding to gills and
hepatopancreas (Table 2.S2). It appears the highly calcified tissue had little interaction with
either of the two Ag species. This is consistent with previous studies that have shown metal
cations and metal nanoparticles accumulate more readily in soft tissues (e.g., liver7,13.27,41,
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, gills7,13,41,46, and muscles14,41,45,46) (Figure 2.3). The accumulation that did occur in the

Ag+ treatments (0.64–1.95 µg g-1) was concentration-dependent in both species, and no
significant difference was observed between the two species (p > 0.05). This accumulation
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may be attributed to the electrostatic attractions between the primarily negatively charged
exoskeleton and the positively charged Ag+ ions.53,78,86 Despite the AgNP negative charge,
Ag also accumulated in the AgNP treatments but in smaller amounts (0.17–1.49 µg g-1).
Previous research suggested that the AgNP adhesion to the epicuticle surface of other
aquatic arthropods (Daphnia magna and Thamnocephalus platyurus) may be due to
changes in Ag speciation during dissociation or aggregation.50 In addition, AgNP
adsorption may also occur at the sparse mineralized calcite (CaCO3) sites on the epicuticle
(amorphous CaCO3 is more common in arthropod exoskeletons), which are protonated at
pH values less than 8.5-9.0 (pHpzc)87. O. virilis tanks containing AgNPs displayed a
concentration-dependent accumulation with 31-44% higher levels of Ag than P. clarkii,
which showed no concentration dependence. Although very structurally similar to O.
virilis, P. clarkii are considered an invasive species in many parts of the world53-56 P. clarkii
are highly adaptable and extremely resilient to pollution changes, which has been primarily
attributed to their thicker exoskeletons and increased metabolism of non-biologically
essential metals.44-46,78
B) Gills—similar to fish, aquatic crustacean use gills to exchange dissolved oxygen
into the circulatory system, mainly through the hemolymph.53,66 A closer examination of
Figure 2.2B shows that gills are most susceptible to Ag+ at the highest exposure
concentration in both species (15.2 µg g-1 for P. clarkii and 22.0 µg g-1 for O. virilis). This
is probably due to the increased availability of Ag+ ions, which might interfere with the
activity of the Na+/K-ATPase pump by mimicking Na+ ions.2,14,26,52 In addition, gill tissue
has also been shown to filter out toxic metal ions such as Zn2+, Cd2+, Pb2+, and Hg2+ in
crayfish.44,46,51,52,88,89 The inherently large surface area of the gill lamellae allows for
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substantial exposure to environmental pollutants (Figure 2.3). A comparable sensitivity of
gills to Ag+ ions at similar concentrations was reported by Farkas et al. for rainbow trout.52
Although the Ag accumulation levels at lower Ag+ doses are not as significant as those
detected in the hepatopancreas of crayfish, a dose- dependent trend (2.50-22.00 µg g-1) was
seen at all concentrations. Statistical differences between the Ag content of gills in both
species were observed in the highest AgNP and Ag+ doses; the highest Ag amounts were
detected in O. virilis (15.2 µg g-1 for P. clarkii and 22.0 µg g-1 for O. virilis). Likewise, the
higher Ag content of O. virilis may simply be due to P. clarkii’s increased resistance to
pollutants.44-46,53,54 Although the overall Ag accumulation in the AgNP treatments was
concentration dependent (1.8 – 8.8 µg g-1), it was not as significant as that of Ag+ or those
of the corresponding AgNP doses in hepatopancreas (Figure 2.2D); only the highest dose
demonstrated a statistical difference (17.40 µg g-1 for P. clarkii and 19.15 µg g-1 for O.
virilis). This accumulation may be explained by the presence of sulfhydryl-rich proteins in
gills that can form complexes with AgNPs and Ag+ (e.g., metallothionein-like proteins),
thereby inhibiting Ag mobility.7,14,88-91 Other AgNP-environmental studies have also
reported Ag concentration levels in fish livers higher than those seen in the gills.14,51,88 This
preference was attributed to differences in the exposure routes of gill and liver,14,51,88, i.e.,
respiration versus ingestion, respectively (Figure 2.3). Wu and Zhou also suggested that
the primary exposure to nanosilver in fish results from drinking and ingestion of particles
into the gastrointestinal tract, which subsequently end up in liver.92
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Figure 2.2. Total Ag accumulation (µg of Ag per g of dry tissue) within Ag-exposed tissues
from P. clarkii and O. virilis. Error bars denote standard error from N = 6 organisms (except
for the 120 and 360 µg L-1 of Ag+ treatment where N = 4 due to specimen mortality, see
Supporting Information for details). Lower-cased italicized letters mark statistical
differences between Ag-exposed P. clarkii at the α-0.05 level within each tissue.
Capitalized letters statistically compare Ag accumulation at the same level for the O. virilis
species. Values with two letters are statistically the same to each individual letter. *, †, ‡
indicate statistical differences between both species within identical treatments at the α0.05 level. Table 2.S2 summarizes the specific Ag accumulation values.
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Internal tissues:
A) Hepatopancreas—working as the digestive and metabolic gland, the
hepatopancreas in crayfish functions similarly to the liver and the pancreas of higher
trophic organisms.53,66 As shown in Figure 2.2C, the hepatopancreas may serve as an
indicator for AgNP pollution in both species. This observation closely follows previous
studies (e.g., rainbow trout), where Ag accumulation from nanosilver was highest in
livers.26,27,51,88 In this study, the hepatopancreas exhibited the highest dose-dependent Ag
accumulation (1.54–19.15 µg g-1, Figure 2.2C); at least twice as much Ag from AgNPs was
present in the hepatopancreas when compared to all other tissues (e.g., ~217.9% more than
the gills). Hepatopancreas, being the major detoxifying organ and a soft internal tissue, is
expected to be the primary reservoir of xenobiotics such as AgNPs and Ag+ (Figure 2.3).
Furthermore, as benthic detrivores, crayfish filter-feed on the substrate where many metal
pollutants may deposit.2,7,13,53,54 Besides ingestion, Ag species may also enter the
hepatopancreas via hemolymph oxygenated at the gills.53,54 Hence, Ag internal mobility
may be significantly attenuated at the hepatopancreas (Figure 2.3). It has been previously
demonstrated the hepatopancreas is the most susceptible tissue to metal accumulation.44-46
For instance, the hepatopancreas of P. clarkii exposed to heavy metal ions (i.e., Cd, Cu,
Zn, Pb, and As) was determined as one of the best freshwater bioindicators of these metal
contaminants.44-46 Other environmental studies showed that AgNPs may enter the
hepatocytes of zebrafish and rainbow trout by endocytosis and then act as sources of Ag+
ions2,93, or as Ag+ ions resulting from their prior dissociation.2,11,12,16,28,94 Ag accumulation
was on average 81.3% lower in the Ag+ exposures than the corresponding AgNP exposures.
The increased chemical reactivity of Ag+ may contribute to the lower in vivo mobility of
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Ag+

9,10

. At the two lower Ag+ doses, the hepatopancreas accumulated more Ag than the

gills (280% for the 30 µg L-1 dose and 154% for the 120 µg L-1 dose); the highest Ag+
exposure demonstrated higher Ag levels in the gills than the hepatopancreas (117% more
for 360 µg L-1). Thus, the hepatopancreas in conjunction with the gills should be considered
tissue indicators in Ag+ pollution studies. Again, O. virilis proved to be in general more
susceptible to AgNPs (i.e. on average, 8 % more Ag accumulation occurred in O. virilis)
and Ag+ exposures (i.e., on average, 68% in O. virilis) than P. clarkii.
B) Muscles—the tail flexor is the largest muscle of the crayfish, which allows the
specimen to quickly propel backward and aids in mobility and steering during swimming
or predatory escape.53,66,74 Overall, the tail muscles contained the least amount of Ag when
compared to all other tissues (0.16–1.03 µg g-1). In fact, the Ag levels of muscles were 2468% and 23-271% smaller than those measured for the exoskeleton of O. virilis and P.
clarkii, respectively (Table 2.S2). Figure 2.2D shows a concentration-independent trend in
both species; the only significant difference was within the highest Ag+ treatment taken
from O. virilis (1.03 µg g-1). In crayfish, muscles are secondarily exposed to possible water
pollutants that are first internalized by respiration or ingestion (Figure 2.3). Muscle tissues
of P. clarkii have been previously shown to accumulate other heavy metals (i.e., Pb, Cd,
and As44-46), but in good agreement with our results, their levels were smaller than those
recorded for gills, exoskeleton, or hepatopancreas. The same trend has been reported for
nanosilver accumulation within fish muscles (e.g., rainbow trout51), where the highest Ag
contents were observed within the liver tissue, and the lowest ones were in the muscles.
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Figure 2.3. Schematic showing the possible exposure routes to environmental Ag
pollution. Pathways of external exposure (dotted line) include exoskeleton and gills, while
those of internal exposure (solid line) comprise hepatopancreas and muscle. Both AgNPs
(gray circles) and Ag+ ions (black plus signs) are shown together for illustrative purposes
and are out of scale.

Overall, less than 2.4% and 1% of the administered Ag+ and AgNPs, respectively,
were assimilated within the crayfish tissues (Figure 2.S12). The remaining Ag was either
retrieved in the tank water (13.8-73.3%) or was adsorbed onto the solid surfaces of aquaria
and substrate. Previous research suggested that less than 25% of dissolved or colloidal Ag
is biologically available14 or remains unchanged13. Furthermore, this is in good agreement
with other freshwater benthic organisms such zebra mussels,14 which were reported to
assimilate similar levels of dissolved Ag (up to 4%). However, in contrast to zebra mussels,
crayfish tissues offer the advantage of individual analysis.
DNA Analysis: as DNA becomes damaged, it can travel further distances in an
electrophoresis chamber.80 Figure 2.4 summarizes the average DNA comet lengths. A
tabulated summary of the DNA damage (Table 2.S3) and sample images of the DNA
comets (Figure 2.S13) are given in the Supporting Information. Student-Newman-Keuls
statistical tests revealed that all Ag exposures were statistically different from the lab
controls (α = 0.05-level) and river controls (no comets). The degree of DNA damage was
in general found to increase with the increase in the amount of Ag+ or AgNPs added to the
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tanks. The most significant DNA changes were detected for the two highest Ag+- and
AgNP-administered doses, for which the comets were found to be the longest, 24.4-27.8
μm and 21.7-23 μm, respectively. These comet lengths resulting from Ag+- and AgNPexposure were 280% and 250% longer than those corresponding to the lab controls,
respectively. These observations are in good agreement with other comet assay studies80,
which reported single and double DNA strand breakage for fish exposed to nanosilver. For
example, Bothun et al. found that AgNPs could freely pass through the cellular membrane
and induce DNA damage.95 Crayfish in the NaBH4 and lab control tanks also displayed
DNA damage (7.8-19.5 μm), but it was significantly less than that corresponding to the
Ag-containing tanks. This may be the result of stress from tank confinement. As expected,
O. virilis displayed longer DNA comets than P. clarkii for the Ag+ (11%) and NaBH4
exposures (26%). However, the differences between the two species (< 3%) were not
statistically significant for the AgNP exposures (p > 0.05) possibly due to the better
adaptation status of P. clarkii.53,54
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Figure 2.4. Degree of DNA damage quantified through comet lengths in P. clarkii and O.
virilis (in average N = 40 DNA comets per each treatment). River control revealed no
comets. Lower-cased italicized letters mark statistical differences between Ag-exposed P.
clarkii species at the α-0.05 level within each tissue. Capitalized letters statistically
compare Ag accumulation at the same level for the O. virilis species. Values with two
letters are statistically the same to each individual letter. * indicates statistical differences
between both species within identical treatments at the α-0.05 level. Table 2.S3
summarizes the specific DNA comet lengths in both species.
Histological Analysis: exposure to both forms of Ag had significant pathological
effects on all examined samples. Such symptoms in aquatic organisms exposed to heavy
metals suggest pathological physical stress.16,26,81,96,97 The most drastic changes were again
noticed for the highest Ag-doses in both gills and hepatopancreas.
Encephalon—normal morphology was observed in all controls, while pyknotic cells
indicative of cell necrosis were detected in all exposures, but occurred more frequently in
the Ag+ treatments. The Ag+ treatment was found to cause the most physical damage to the
neural tissue in both species (Figure 2.S14). In addition, necrosis was obvious in the
crayfish that interacted with both Ag forms.
Gills—Cross sections of all control samples showed healthy gill structure (Figure
2.S15). The histological examination revealed changes in the basal epithelial membrane
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for all Ag-exposures. For example, hyperplasia and loss or rupturing of pillar cells, a
pathological change called clubbing, signaled permanent damage in gill architecture.97

Figure 2.5. Histological cross sections of hepatopancreas tissue stained with hematoxylin
and eosin in both crayfish species. River control exhibited intact cells. The highest AgNP
and Ag+ exposures revealed pyknotic nuclei (enclosed by a circle), i.e., the first stop to cell
necrosis. Eosinophilic inclusions were also observed (enclosed by a rectangle). No adverse
effects were seen in any NaBH4 treatment. Scale bar is 10 µm and applies to all images.
Hepatopancreas—Hepatocytes of both species exhibited larger vacuolization in all Agexposures when compared to controls (Figure 2.5). Observed broken cell membranes,
damaged organelles, and darker nuclei were indicative of an overall decreased cellular
integrity. It has been previously reported that as damaged chromatin condenses, cell nuclei
absorb more stain and thus appear darker.16,96,97 These darker spots, known as eosinophilic
inclusions, also appeared here as a result of the stress undergone by hepatocytes in the
presence of Ag+ ions (either from the Ag+ exposure or the AgNPs’ dissociation). The
occurrence of Ag+ ions is routinely followed by intracellular accumulation by mimicking
essential ions (e.g., Na+ or K+) and thus, causing electrolytic imbalance.97,98 The observed
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histopathological changes may also be due to AgNPs entering hepatocytes by endocytosis
and then acting as a source of Ag+ ions.,93,97,98 This was described as the “Trojan horse”
mechanism and may be the most concerning possibility because the internal leaching of
Ag+ ions from AgNPs may potentially be more toxic than Ag+ alone.2,93
CONCLUSION
Several main observations can be drawn from this study: a) both crayfish species,
O. virilis and P. clarkii, showed negative responses (DNA damage and severe histological
changes) to the presence of AgNPs or Ag+ ions (30-360 µg L-1) in their ambient
environment. However, O. virilis was less tolerant to Ag exposure and experienced a dosedependent association between metal accumulation and pathological responses. By the
harvest day, about 14 ± 9 % of the 360 µg L-1 of AgNP exposure in the HRW oxidized to
Ag+ and may have contributed to the observed toxicities and bioaccumulations. b) The Ag+
exposure led to higher accumulation levels than the equivalent AgNP doses in all collected
tissues except for the hepatopancreas. c) The hepatopancreas was identified as the best
tissue indicator of AgNP pollution in crayfish (accumulation levels of 1.5-17.4 µg g-1). d)
The gills (4.5-22.0 µg g-1) and hepatopancreas of crayfish (2.5-16.7 µg g-1) should be
considered as complementary tissues for monitoring the freshwater pollution with Ag+
ions. e) Overall, this study demonstrates the O. virilis species of crayfish as a potential
benthic-zone indicator of freshwater pollution with Ag in either ionic or nano form.
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ASSOCIATED CONTENT
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Supplementary information includes: justification of the concentrations used, additional
details about the characterization of the AgNPs, water quality metrics, gross pathological
changes, behavioral observations, Ag content of water tanks, tabulated ICP-OES results,
and comet assay images with tabulated results.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Aquaria preparation: Aqueon aquaria (26 cm × 32 cm × 51 cm) were washed
with nitric acid (5% HNO3 v/v) and deionized water (5× washes) to remove potential
residual metals or other contaminants. Quarter inch diameter aquarium stones were
pressure-washed extensively with tap water and three cups of the substrate stone were
placed on the bottom of each tank (an average depth of ~3 cm). A gravel substrate of
primarily quartz-based stones was chosen to avoid possible effects on water chemistry
and nanosilver. All other submerged materials (e.g., polyester filter and PVC shelters)
were chosen for their chemical inertness. Crayfish shelters were prepared by cutting 2-in
diameter PVC tubes into ~10 cm lengths, which were then halved lengthwise. Three of
those shelters were placed on the substrate of each tank.
Hudson River water (HRW) filtration: One week prior to crayfish arrival,
aquaria were prepared for crayfish acclimation. The tanks were filled with 20 L of raw
HRW, and the contents were filtered for particulates for one week with Lee’s Economy
Corner Filters (polypropylene) filled with polyester filter floss (Acurel, Petco). Due to its
highly absorptive nature and ability to remove metals, activated charcoal filters were not
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used for this experiment1. The filters were powered by Tetra Whisper Aquarium air pumps.
A separate tank was completely filled with filtered HRW and served as a water supply to
maintain the water level in each tank.
Silver Dosing: The experimental set-up is abbreviated in Figure 2.S1. The
experimental concentrations (30, 120, and 360 µg Ag L-1) were selected to encompass
previous freshwater AgNP and Ag+ pollution studies (Figure 2.S2) as well as different
regulated levels (Figure 2.S3).

A)
B)
Lab

River

Controls

30

120

30

360

120

360

Ag+ (from AgNO3)

AgNPs

20

80

240

NaBH4

Figure 2.S1. Schematic of the experimental design. Each box represents one 20-L
aquarium. All treatments and controls were duplicated to generate a larger N without
overcrowding each tank. The only difference was one tank housed A) 2 females and one
male, and the other housed B) the opposite, namely two males and one female. Crayfish
sexes were varied between duplicate tanks to observe the sex’ potential of influencing
behavioral results; however, no statistical interaction of sex was revealed at the p < 0.001
level using a two-way ANOVA multiple comparisons with a Holm-Šidák adjustment. All
concentrations are in μg L-1.
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Figure 2.S2. Summary of previous research on the biological impact of nanosilver and
ionic Ag+ in freshwater organisms. Dashed vertical lines denote the Ag concentration
range utilized in this experiment. All concentrations have been converted into µg L-1 for
comparison purposes on the X-axis. Experimental species are provided in italics.
References are given on the Y-axis.

Figure 2.S3. Summary of current (2015) silver regulations
within various government agencies. Concentrations have
been converted into µg L-1 for comparative purposes.
Acronyms are defined as follows: ATSDR = Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry, US EPA = United States
Environmental Protection Agency, NIOSH = National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, and DW =
drinking water.
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AgNP characterization: A LabRam HR800 Raman spectrophotometer equipped
with a high-resolution confocal microscope (BX41, Olympus 50 X objective) was
employed to verify colloidal purity of small aliquots of the colloidal AgNPs (2 mL) at two
excitation wavelengths, namely 532.134 nm (Nd:YAG laser) and 632.817 nm (He-Ne
laser). The following components and acquisition parameters were selected for the
acquisition of single point spectra with a spectral resolution of ~ 1 cm-1: a holographic
grating of 600 grooves mm-1, a confocal hole of 300 µm, a thermoelectrically cooled Andor
CCD camera of 1024 x 256 pixels, an acquisition time of 30 s, and 5 cycles. Spectra were
then processed in Origin 8 software.
Cloud Point Extraction of AgNPs and Ag+: Triplicate aquaria were set up in the
same manner as for the crayfish experiment. Colloidal AgNPs or Ag+ were diluted (360
µg L-1) in Hudson River Water (HRW), and aliquots were collected on day 1 and 14. One
milliliter was immediately digested by the same procedure outlined in the manuscript
(diluted 1:10 to 2% HNO3) and analyzed on ICP-OES to quantify total Ag. Another 9.5
mL was utilized for the CPE procedure (Figure 2.1). First, the pH was adjusted to the
pHpxc (pH at point zero charges) to allow for better separation of the two Ag species. To
do this, 0.002 mL of HNO3 (2%) was added to bring the pH to ~3 – 3.5. Next, 0.2 mL of
Triton X-114 was poured to form AgNP micelles and then 0.1 mL of Na2S2O3 to chelate
Ag+ ions. The mixture was then centrifuged for 5 min at ~2 x 103 g to further separate the
two phases. Upon centrifugation, the denser surfactant-AgNP mixture collected on the
bottom pellet, while the supernatant contained mostly Ag+ chelated to Na2S2O3.One
milliliter of the supernatant and 0.2 mL of the pellet were chemically digested and
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analyzed for total Ag via ICP-OES. From these results, an average percent of AgNPs was
determined with respect to the Ag measured in the pellet.
Water Metrics: Water quality metrics (i.e., temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen,
and conductivity) were recorded daily for each tank using a YSI Professional Plus coupled
with a Quatro 4-port cable multisensor. The lab temperature was kept constant at 20°C.
Behavioral and gross pathology: gross visual observations of animal health (e.g.,
exoskeleton cleanliness, coloring consistency, and bodily integrity) were also taken daily.
Lab specimens were checked every day for threat responsiveness; fear responses were
gauged by approaching crayfish with a glass stirring rod and were registered as positive if
a specimen flipped its tail quickly in a manner similar to escape (“initiating flight” as
defined by Stankowich and Blumstein2). Responses were recorded twice by two
individuals similarly to Bergman3, Moore4, and Wren5 utilizing a ranking scale of 1 to 7.
The average of both scores was then used for statistical analysis, which was blindly
conducted by a third individual. Organisms that died during the experiment were
subsequently removed from the tank and recorded as mortality. The experiment proceeded
without interruption if any specimen molted as molting is a natural cycle of all
arthropods6,7. However, if gastroliths were observed during dissection, the specimen was
eliminated from further analysis because this is a sign of pre-molting and hence increased
vulnerability to environmental threats6-8.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of AgNPs:
A)

B)

C)

Figure 2.S4. Spectroscopic characterization of AgNPs. A) UV-Vis Absorption
spectroscopy confirmed the formation of spherical AgNPs through a single, LSPR at 392
nm. B) The ICP-OES external calibration method was prepared to quantify total Ag
concentration. The dazed red vertical line denotes the raw intensity observed for the
digested and water diluted (1:100 v:v) AgNP colloid. The black line is the calibration
curve constructed from nine Ag standards. C) Raman spectroscopy verified the purity of
the Ag colloid with two excitation wavelengths at 532 nm and 633 nm; inset shows
fingerprint region void of contaminants. The spectra were characteristic to the solvent
utilized throughout the synthesis procedure: high-quality water. Water characteristic
vibrational modes were observed at 1640 cm-1 (ν2 H-H scissoring bend), 3241 cm-1 and
3394 cm-1 (symmetric ν1 and asymmetric ν3 O-H stretching).
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CPE:
Hudson River
Water

360 µg L-1 AgNPs in Hudson River
Water

Day 1

Day 14

360 µg L-1 Ag+ in Hudson River Water

Day 1

Day 14

Figure 2.S5. Pictures of the CPE experimental set-up. Aquaria were filled with 1 L of
Hudson River Water (HRW, no biological crayfish) and set up similarly to the aquaria in
the crayfish experiment (same substrate, filters, and tubing). AgNPs (360 µg L-1) or Ag+
(360 µg L-1) were added at day 1, and aliquot samples were collected from the bottom of
the tanks, where crayfish reside, at both day 1 and 14 (9.5 mL). Afterward, the water
samples including HRW controls were processed by CPE, centrifugation, and ICP-OES
in order to quantify the amount of AgNPs and Ag+.
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Figure 2.S6. UV-Vis Absorbance Spectra of A) the original colloidal Creighton AgNPs
that exhibit a characteristic LSPR absorbance band at ~400 nm and have a transparent
yellow color (inset). Hudson River Water (HRW) and an Ag+ control displayed no apparent
color and no absorbance. B) the AgNPs in HRW (1 mg L-1) at day 1 and 14 showing
significant changes in the LSPR peak and color.
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Figure 2.S7. Water metrics measured daily before and during the P. clarkii
experiment: A) temperature, B) pH, C) dissolved oxygen, and D) conductivity.
Only the river control (red) exhibited significant variation compared to the rest of the
aquaria and day to day values. All other measurements are reported as a bracketed
range of all 20 tanks measured daily. Metrics were not measured on harvest day.
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Figure 2.S8. Water metrics measured daily before and during the O. virilis
experiment: A) temperature, B) pH, C) dissolved oxygen, and D) conductivity.
Only the river control (red) exhibited significant variation compared to the rest of the
aquaria and day to day values. All other measurements are reported as a bracketed
range of all 20 tanks measured daily. Metrics were not measured on harvest day.
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Anatomical and behavioral observation: On average (Figure 2.S9), only the
lowest AgNP dose led to a small loss weight in O. virilis. The weight decrease could be
attributed to numerous factors such as neurological damage or pathological changes. In
contrast, P. clarkii experienced a decreased in weight at all Ag exposures. This may be due
to the change in the feeding habits of the two species before their purchase; P. clarkii was
raised in a lab controlled environment before purchase (Carolina Biological Supplies),
while O. virilis was directly collected from Northeastern Aquatics fish hatchery
(Rhinebeck, NY), where they probably foraged for food more than they would in a
controlled aquaria. P. clarkii was also found to exhibit behavioral changes. Decreased fear
responses were observed in both species as a result of AgNP and Ag+ stimuli (α-0.05 level);
but no specific trends could be established (Figure 2.S10). This increased lethargy is in
agreement with the DNA damage associated with the exposure to Ag.
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Table 2.S1. Summary of physical changes observed throughout experiments. Ecdysis was
documented when molt was present in a tank during daily observations. Presence of gastroliths
was only recorded during dissection. Missing appendages were logged during harvest days. If
a specimen died during the experiment or was pregnant during the harvest, it was marked and
noted accordingly. “D” denotes the Day of the experiment.
Controls
Lab

P. clarkii

Ecdysis

River

D7

Ag+ from AgNO3

AgNPs
30

120

360

D6

30

120

360

D7

NaBH4
20

240

D10
Harvest

Gastroliths
1 claw,
1 leg

Lost
Appendages

1 leg

1
claw

2 legs
1

Death

1

3

1 leg

2

1

Pregnant
Ecdysis

80

1

D 6,
D 10

D4

1 leg

2
legs

O. virilis

Gastroliths
Lost
Appendages

2 legs,
1 claw

Death

1

Pregnant

1

1

1

1

1
claw

1

.
1
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360
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240
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Tissue Concentration (µg g-1)

Figure 2.S9. Average percent weight change for A) P. clarkii and B) O. virilis.
Treatment or control values denoted with the same letter and case were not statistically
different as determined by one-way ANOVA (p ≤ 0.001) and Holm-Šidák multiple
comparison tests (p ≤ 0.05). * marks differences between the two species. Bars represent
the standard error.
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Figure 2.S10. Average fear response assigned using a ranking scale of 1 to 7 similarly
to Bergman3, Moore4 and Wren5. Scores were assigned as follows: 7 = fast retreat (rapid
tail flip), no hesitation; 6 = retreat, little hesitation; 5 = slower retreat, slight hesitation; 4 =
quick backward movement, no tail flip; 3 = slower backward walk; 2 = slight response,
only appendages moved; 1 = no response. Most scores assigned were 5 or above (> 90%).
Any specimen mortality was excluded from the averaged scores.* denotes statistical
differences at the α = 0.05-level.
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Silver quantification: As mentioned in the manuscript, the standard addition
calibration method indicated matrix effects were negligible in all digested tissues. The
relative percent differences (RPD) were less than the EPA quality control guidelines
(<10%). Thus, the external calibration method was deemed suitable for the quantification
of total Ag in the digested samples. A sample calibration curve is provided for both
methods in Figure 2.S11. RPD was calculated by taking the absolute value of the difference
between the external calibration value and the standard addition value, which was then
divided by the average Ag content obtained with the two methods (eq. 1).
𝑅𝑃𝐷 = |

𝐸𝑥𝑡. 𝐶𝑎𝑙. 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒−𝑆𝑡𝑑. 𝐴𝑑𝑑. 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
(𝐸𝑥𝑡. 𝐶𝑎𝑙. 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒+𝑆𝑡𝑑. 𝐴𝑑𝑑. 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)⁄ |
(
2)

×100%

(1)

In addition, the percent recovery (R) can help determine the accuracy of the
standard addition method26. This may be estimated by the difference between a spiked
sample and an unspiked sample, which is then divided by the concentration of the spike
used in the addition (eq. 2). It is important to note that the concentrations before the
consideration of the dilution factor were utilized here. Furthermore, it does not matter
which spiked sample is used as long as the correct concentration of the spike is calculated
and the respective spiked sample concentration is used. The concentration of the spike
added was estimated from the dilution formula. According to the U.S. EPA Method
200.726, an optimal control limit exists within the 85 – 115% range. Because no recoveries
below 85% or above 115% were observed, the method was deemed accurate, and matrix
effects were considered minimal or nonexistent.
𝑅=

𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒−𝑈𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑
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×100%

(2)

A method detection limit (MDL) was determined by analyzing the lowest Ag
standard (5 µg L-1) seven separate times and using the equation below (eq. 3). Agilent
Technologies claims a NIST certified detection limit of 1.062 µg L-1 for the primary
emission wavelength of silver (328.068 nm) measured by a Varian 710-ES27; however, the
MDL determined here with 99% confidence by using (eq. 3) was 2.6 µg L-1 (eq. 4). SD
refers to the standard deviation of the seven measurements (0.823 µg L-1) and T is student's
t value at a 99% confidence level for seven degrees of freedom (3.14).
𝑀𝐷𝐿 = 𝑇(𝑛−1,1−∝=0.99) ×𝑆𝐷

(3)

𝑀𝐷𝐿 = 3.142 ×0.823 = 2.594

(4)

B)

A)

Figure 2.S11. External calibration curve (A) and standard addition curve (B) for the
gills of P. clarkii. Standard addition sample is from the 360 µg L-1 of AgNP treatment with
spikes of 103 µg L-1 of Ag standard in 25 µL increments and diluted to a final volume of
10 mL.
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Table 2.S2. Total Ag detected in digested tissue samples. Values reported below the
MDL of 3.0 µg L-1 are estimated from extrapolation. Standard error is reported
parenthetically below each value (N = 6 organisms on average).

O. virilis

P. clarkii

Controls
Lab
River

30

AgNP
120

360

Ag+ from AgNO3
30
120
360

20

NaBH4
80

240

Exoskeletons

0.04
(0.10)

0.04
(0.10)

0.17
(0.13)

0.44
(0.10)

0.46
(0.08)

0.80
(0.24)

1.54
(0.21)

1.85
(0.09)

0.04
(0.10)

0.00
(0.12)

0.10
(0.08)

Muscles

0.07
(0.15)

0.01
(0.25)

0.45
(0.13)

0.52
(0.19)

0.37
(0.14)

0.37
(0.11)

0.36
(0.15)

0.49
(0.13)

0.12
(0.12)

0.04
(0.08)

0.05
(0.07)

Gills

0.84
(0.73)

0.73
(0.32)

1.88
(0.24)

2.77
(0.22)

5.10
(0.32)

2.52
(0.18)

3.49
(0.56)

15.20
(0.22)

0.21
(0.47)

0.24
(0.15)

0.90
(0.10)

Hepatopancreas

0.72
(0.56)

0.80
(0.36)

1.54
(0.74)

12.17
(0.62)

17.40
(0.22)

4.50
(0.61)

6.44
(0.61)

15.12
(0.83)

0.80
(0.21)

0.71
(0.89)

1.26
(0.19)

Exoskeletons

0.00
(0.10)

0.00
(0.10)

0.24
(0.13)

0.99
(0.10)

1.49
(0.08)

0.64
(0.24)

1.29
(0.21)

1.95
(0.09)

0.00
(0.10)

0.00
(0.12)

0.00
(0.08)

Muscles

0.00
(0.10)

0.00
(0.10)

0.16
(0.10)

0.23
(0.12)

0.37
(0.08)

0.22
(0.24)

0.37
(0.21)

1.03
(0.09)

0.00
(0.13)

0.00
(0.10)

0.00
(0.08)

Gills

0.00
(0.40)

0.71
(0.40)

1.95
(1.01)

2.93
(1.16)

8.83
(0.81)

2.50
(2.41)

7.91
(2.05)

22.00
(0.91)

0.00
(0.50)

0.00
(0.40)

0.00
(0.30)

Hepatopancreas

0.84
(0.70)

1.40
(0.92)

1.58
(0.51)

12.05
(0.58)

19.15
(0.41)

9.51
(1.20)

9.77
(1.03)

16.56
(0.45)

0.76
(1.03)

0.56
(0.48)

1.11
(0.68)
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Figure 2.S12. Percent of Ag distribution. Total Ag accumulated within tissues ranged
from 0.4-2.5% of the total amount available, while the Ag recovered from the tank water
after exposure ranged from 20.4-73.3%. All other remaining Ag may have adsorbed onto
the aquarium glass and/or the substrate. P. clarkii is represented on the left of each cluster;
O. virilis is on the right. The same letters and case denote no statistical difference in
remaining Ag at α = 0.05-level. *signifies a difference between species. The Ag species
seemed to have no effect on total Ag present in water because similar Ag percentages were
determined for both AgNPs- and Ag+-exposures in the tank water (66% vs. 64%, 22% vs.
17%, and 30% vs. 38% for the 30, 120, and 360 µg L-1 of AgNP vs. Ag+ exposures,
respectively).
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DNA analysis:
Table 2.S3. Summary of all measured DNA comets for both species and amongst
all treatments. Average number of comets examined per treatment was N = ~40.
Standard error is provided parenthetically.
N

Lab Control

78

7.85

30

56

18.60 (0.23)

80

83

19.51 (0.35)

360

78

22.96 (0.42)

30

15

15.49 (1.79)

80*

8

24.74 (0.58)

360*

6

24.78 (0.84)

20

80

9.66

80

86

17.20 (0.41)

240

83

19.51 (0.29)

25

8.17

30

16

19.69 (1.43)

80

28

17.81 (0.63)

360

24

21.69 (0.90)

30

42

20.83 (0.96)

80*

10

24.38 (0.46)

360*

6

27.78 (0.60)

20

24

8.48

80

12

12.97 (1.66)

240

27

12.67 (2.96)

P. clarkii

AgNPs

Ag+ from
AgNO3

NaBH4

Lab Control

AgNP

O. virilis

Average (µm)

Treatment

Ag+ from

(0.17)

(0.20)

(0.43)

AgNO3

NaBH4

(0.33)

*N= < 10 for Ag+ exposures due to immeasurable comet lengths attributed to DNA
damage or specimen mortality.
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A)

B)

C)

D)

Figure 2.S13. Sample epifluorescent images from Single-Cell Gel Electrophoresis
comet assays on neural complex tissue (encephalon and ganglion) from P. clarkii. A)
River control exhibited no comets. The largest B) AgNP and C) Ag+ dose (360 µg L-1)
led to the longest comets, which is indicative of significant DNA damage. Comets were
also observed in the D) NaBH4 treatments, but of much shorter lengths. Image scale varies
but comets seen are generally between 8 – 28 µm in length.
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Histological analysis:

Figure 2.S14. Histological cross sections of the encephalon tissue stained with
hematoxylin and eosin in both crayfish species. River control exhibited intact tissue with
little fragmentation. The highest AgNP dose led to necrotic tissue (enclosed by a white
circle). The corresponding Ag+ from AgNO3 exposure also showed necrosis in addition to
significant vacuolization and hypertrophy (enclosed by a white rectangle). No adverse
effects were observed in any of the NaBH4 treatments. Scale bar is 10 µm and applies to
all images.

Figure 2.S15. Comparison of crayfish gill architecture in P. clarkii. Normal gill
architecture was observed in the lab control. The gills of crayfish exposed to 80 µg L-1 of
AgNPs showed evidence of clubbing (swelling of second lamellae). Scale bar of 5 µm
applies to both panels.
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ABSTRACT
The increased use of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in consumer products has created a
growing need to monitor their release into the environment. Although minerals are known to
affect the mobility and transformation of heavy metals within geochemical and aquatic
systems, little is known about the interaction between AgNPs and minerals. Both label-free
and label-enhanced Raman-based methods were constructed to characterize the adsorption
behavior and distribution of Creighton AgNPs (~1 μg mL-1, ~10 nm in average diameter), on
the surface of two minerals: 1) corundum (α-Al2O3), both as large, single-crystal flat samples
(i.e., sapphire windows) and as fused micro-sized particles, and 2) freshly cleaved sheets of
muscovite (KAl2(AlSi3O10)(OH)2), all in the presence of an ionic strength adjuster (0.005 M
of NaNO3). Raman data was then analyzed using either Vespucci (a free open-source software)
or a home-built MATLAB code. Label-free Raman revealed Ag adsorption to corundum
occurred through silver oxidation (AgO), indicated by the appearance of an Ag-O stretching
mode at 225-255 cm-1. In addition, the adsorption process of AgNPs to corundum was
supported with inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and
atomic force microscopy (AFM). ICP-OES indicated Ag did adsorb to α-Al2O3 microparticles, while AFM indicated increased presence of nano-sized features on topographic maps
collected from the single crystal α-Al2O3 samples. Labeled-enhanced Raman results suggest
that AgNPs directly adsorb to the muscovite surface as intact AgNPs as revealed through
surface enhanced Raman spectra of rhodamine 6G (a Raman label) tagged to adsorbed AgNPs.
Overall, the results of this study demonstrate that physisorption and chemisorption
mechanisms both play a role in the significant adsorption of Creighton AgNPs to corundum
and muscovite and, thus reducing AgNP mobility in some soil environments.
Keywords
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Raman spectroscopy, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), hydrated minerals, corundum,
muscovite, atomic force microscopy, adsorption.
INTRODUCTION
The remarkable expansion of nano-based technologies and products in the past few
decades have raised considerable concern about their potential impact on human and
environmental health. Special emphasis was placed on silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), the
most commonly utilized nanomaterial in consumer products (i.e., 54% of the total
products)1,2 due to their unique antimicrobial3, optical4, and electrochemical properties5.
About 1,230 tons of the total silver produced worldwide is allocated to the fabrication of
AgNPs6. A major implication of the increased use of AgNPs stems from the high Ag
content of the biosolids produced by wastewater treatment facilities. For example, a 2010
study reported that the release of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) from washing of AgNPcontaining athletic socks was significant2, but the models of wastewater treatment facilities
predicted the plants had more than adequate capacities to remove AgNPs from the waste
stream. The resulting biosolids may then be sold as fertilizer, thus providing a pathway for
these engineered nanomaterials to be introduced into soils through irrigation and rainfall.
Numerous studies and reviews have already examined the health effects of AgNPs on both
aquatic and terrestrial organisms including humans, and primarily attributed their toxicity
responses to the release of Ag+ ions under favorable redox conditions3,7. However, the
impact AgNPs have on environmental health remains under investigation7-9 in view of their
possible transformations9–14, the complex nature of their interaction with diverse soil
components13–16, and the lack of rapid, cost and time efficient methodologies for studying
these aspects8,15.
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Current research suggests that released AgNPs are most likely to be immobilized
in soils due to the adsorption to natural organic matter (NOM) and minerals,
respectively15,17–19. Most of these studies focus on AgNPs adsorption to NOM because of
the high affinity of AgNPs to sulfhydryl-rich functional groups, which are commonly
present in NOM15,16,19 However, NOM only makes up ~ 5 % of soil on average20; therefore
it is also important to examine the interaction of AgNPs with the main component of soils:
minerals. Minerals make up ~ 45 % of most soils, while water and air account for the rest20.
Although there is extensive research available on the interactions between metal ions and
soil minerals, only a few studies were reported on nanometals.21–23 The research that does
exist on AgNPs is generally focused on speculative modeling24–26 and ideal scenarios
and/or utilizes advanced instrumentation techniques and methods (i.e., X-ray absorbance
spectroscopy (XAS), electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy) that usually require
extensive sample preparation and expensive resources3,15,27. Proposed here is a
combination of previously used Raman-based mapping and chemometric methods28–30
(called Raman-based imaging methodology) for the simple and cost effective imaging of
the distribution of AgNPs to various mineral surfaces and their molecular interaction
mechanisms using two different types of software.
It was suggested that AgNPs released into the environment through wastewater,
fertilizers or landfill runoff might exist in multiple forms15. Namely, AgNPs may persist in
their nanoform, oxidize into Ag+ ions, aggregate into larger particles, or even form silver
sulfide (Ag2S), silver chloride (AgCl), silver sulfate (Ag2SO4), silver hydroxide (AgOH),
silver carbonate (Ag2CO3), or silver oxide (Ag2O)3,31. Thus, any methodology capable of
observing the molecular interaction mechanisms between AgNPs and minerals is essential
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to the determination of AgNPs fate and transport. Raman spectroscopy offers a unique
angle because it has molecular fingerprinting and multiplex detection capabilities, is nondestructive and aqueous compatible, and requires little to no sample preparation. Moreover,
a Raman system equipped with a motorized stage can collect multiple point spectra in a
raster x,y pattern (i.e., Raman maps) to effectively investigate and map molecular
interactions across large surfaces at both micro and nanoscale. Furthermore, the proposed
molecular imaging approach is novel in that it offers the possibility of performing either
label-free or label-enhanced SERS measurements. While others have already reported
studying the molecular interactions between environmental minerals (e.g., quartz, calcite,
corundum) and AgNPs32–35 through the acquisition of label-free point Raman spectra, and
SERS spectra, no approaches were yet proposed for the rigorous mapping of the adsorption
and distribution behavior of AgNPs onto mineral surfaces. Herein, it is demonstrated the
proposed Raman-based imaging methodology can achieve these goals for different types
of minerals. However, if no direct molecular interaction occurs between minerals and
AgNPs, a Raman active label of large scattering cross-section (e.g., rhodamine 6G (R6G)
dye) and high affinity toward AgNPs may be utilized to make the AgNPs “Raman-visible”
and to indirectly image their distribution on mineral surfaces with increased sensitivity.
Our group has already reported single-molecule SERS detection events of R6G (10-15 M)
adsorbed onto Creighton AgNPs36. When a target species is located in the immediate
vicinity of a single AgNP or at the nano-sized interstitial site of aggregated AgNPs, the socalled surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) effect occurs and further boosts the
sensitivity of the Raman-based detection method down to the single-molecule level37–40.
The SERS enhancement is largely due to the increase in the magnitude of both the incident
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and the scattered electromagnetic fields resulting from the excitation of localized surface
plasmon resonances (LSPR) present in AgNPs.39,41–43 Thus, the Raman-mapping of
mineral surfaces exposed to AgNPs results in the collection of a large number of SERS
spectra characteristic to the interaction of the two systems. An additional element of
novelty is the coupling of SERS measurements with chemometric methods employed using
two types of software: 1) Vespucci, a free, open-source, and stand-alone hyperspectral
analysis software written in C++ API, and 2) a home-built MATLAB code.
The characterization potential of the proposed Raman-based imaging methodology
was demonstrated on two representative minerals in bulk form: corundum (α-Al2O3) and
muscovite (KAl2(AlSi3O10)(OH)2. Most current research that does exist on AgNPs is
generally focused on the interactions with silicate minerals9,31. Thus, both a silicate and a
non-silicate mineral were selected as mineral models. Furthermore, both minerals contain
aluminum, which is the third most abundant element in the earth’s crust, after oxygen and
silicon.44 corundum is a rock-forming mineral encountered in streams and beach sands,
while muscovite is the most common mica-group mineral45.
The Creighton synthesis is one of the most widely-used bottom-up fabrication
approaches of colloidal AgNPs due to its simplicity, time and cost efficiency46. A
concentration of 1 mg L-1 was used in order to ensure sub-monolayer coverage at the
mineral surface and to surpass the maximum contaminant level (MCL) set by the U.S.
Environmental Agency (EPA) for Ag+ in drinking water caused by both natural and
anthropogenic sources (0.1 mg L-1).47 Because both minerals have a pH pristine point of
zero charge (pHppzc of 7.5 for muscovite48,49 and 9.1 for corundum49) close to the pH (=
8.2) of as-prepared Creighton AgNPs solutions (Zeta potential of -44.7 mV27), a strong
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interaction between the two is expected at typical pH values of soils (3.5-9)50. For
illustrative purposes, the interaction mechanism between micro-sized, spherical corundum
particles (average diameter of 1 µm) and AgNPs was also interrogated by the proposed
Raman-based imaging methodology in the pH range from 6 to 11. Aggregation of
Creighton AgNPs in the corundum mixtures were noticed at smaller (< 6) or larger pH
values (> 11). In addition, two other widely-used analytical and microscopic techniques,
namely inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and atomic
force microscopy (AFM), were employed to confirm the Raman imaging results and to
compare the proposed method to popular alternatives that offer only information related to
the interaction or distribution, but not both. Specifically, ICP-OES quantified the total
amount of AgNPs adsorbed onto the mineral surface, i.e., the total surface coverage.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) in intermittent contact mode mapped the AgNPs
adsorption and physical distribution on single crystal corundum surfaces.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Single-crystal corundum and muscovite samples were purchased from Marketech
International. Fused corundum beads were purchased from Alfa Aesar. High-quality (HQ)
water (18.2 MΩcm) was obtained from a LabConco system and utilized throughout the
course of all experiments. All other materials were purchased from Fisher Scientific and
used without further modification unless specified.
Synthesis and Characterization of AgNPs: A modified Creighton method21 was
chosen to fabricate negatively charged, colloidal AgNPs in water. Specifically, a 2:1 molar
ratio of sodium borohydride (NaBH4) to silver nitrate (AgNO3) solutions was used to
minimize the amount of excess reagents and byproducts.37,51,52 Similar to chapter 2 Raman
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spectroscopy, ICP-OES, and ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectroscopy were
employed to verify colloidal purity, quantify total Ag content, and confirm the formation
of spherical AgNPs by the presence of a LSPR peak, respectively.37
Sample Preparation: A summary of the controls and samples for each mineral and
AgNPs interaction is presented in Table 3.S1 (‘S’ denotes tables/figures in Supporting
Information). Two sets of mineral samples were prepared for the characterization of AgNPs
adsorption to minerals: 1) corundum (α-Al2O3) and 2) muscovite (KAl2(AlSi3O10)(OH)2).
For corundum, two different materials were used: 1) cylindrical single α-phase crystal
samples measuring 25 mm in diameter and 5 mm thick (marketed as sapphire windows by
Marketech International) used for their flat surface and single (112̅0) crystal structure
facilitating sample preparation in Raman and AFM analysis, and 2) fused micro-sized
particles offering a large polydispersed surface area for interaction. Freshly cleaved
muscovite samples were cut into 10×10 mm squares and used as is. Flat mineral surfaces—
the corundum single-crystal samples were sequentially washed with acetone (HPLC
grade), methanol (HPLC grade), and nitric acid (70% OPTIMA grade) in a sonic bath for
10 min each. Next, the samples were annealed at 1250°C for 12 h to provide a “clean”
terraced surface. Ten muscovite sheets and one corundum sample (one crystal) were then
submerged in colloidal AgNPs (10 mL of 1 mg mL-1 of AgNPs) with 100 µL of 5 M of
sodium nitrate (used as an ionic strength adjuster (ISA) similarly to other environmental
studies with AgNPs19). Additional preparation was performed on the muscovite samples
by utilizing a fluorescent cationic dye, rhodamine 6G (i.e., a SERS probe). Control groups
included bare unreacted mineral surfaces with 1) no solution exposure, 2) exposure only to
HQ water, 3) exposure only to AgNPs solution, and 4) exposure only to the R6G for the
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muscovite (10-3 M). Micro-sized spherical particles of mineral—additional experiments
were performed using corundum as a model. Corundum particles (99 % fused α-Al2O3,
̅̅̅̅̅=7 µm2 g-1) were purchased from Alfa Aesar and ~1.2 g was used for each control or
𝑆𝑆𝐴
sample similarly to the bulk samples. This amount was determined to yield a submonolayer
coverage, assuming 100% AgNP adsorption. Next the weighed amount was mixed with
colloidal AgNPs (100 mL of 1 mg mL-1 of AgNPs), sodium nitrate as an ionic strength
adjuster (ISA) (100 µL of 5 M of NaNO3), and pH adjusters (5-100 µL of 0.1 M of HNO3
or 0.1 M of sodium hydroxide (NaOH)). A SevenGo Duo pro model pH meter was
calibrated daily with four pH buffers (4.0, 7.0 10.0, and 12.0) and used to measure the pH.
After stirring for 30 min, the liquid samples were centrifuged for 2 min at 5000 Gs in an
AccuSpin Micro 17/17R model centrifuge. The centrifuge supernatants containing free,
unbound AgNPs were saved for ICP-OES analysis, while the centrifuge pellets consisting
of corundum particles with bound AgNPs (denoted AgNP-corundum) were collected for
Raman imaging. Control groups included corundum particles alone, AgNPs alone, similar
mixtures without AgNPs or without corundum particles at each pH.
Raman Spectroscopy Analysis: A LabRam HR800 Raman system was utilized to
verify colloidal purity, to examine possible molecular interactions between AgNPs and the
two minerals, and to image AgNP distribution on mineral surfaces. Sample
Measurements—spectra were acquired either with a 532.134 nm Nd:YAG (corundum
samples) or a 632.8 nm HeNe (muscovite samples) laser both set to an output of 17mW
and backscattered photons were measured using a thermoelectrically cooled Andor CCD
camera of 1024 × 256 pixels. The following parameters were selected for the acquisition
of the Raman data: confocal hole of 300 µm, a holographic grating of 600 grooves mm -1,
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acquisition times ranging between 1-3 s, and averaged over 2-3 cycles. Under these
conditions, the spectral resolution was ~ 1.18 cm-1. Large flat mineral surfaces—the flat
corundum windows and muscovite sheets allowed for relatively easy optical focusing of
the samples before and after experimental exposures. These samples were simply placed
flat on a glass slide and then focused on with the aid of an optical camera coupled to the
microscope. For each large corundum sample, 961 spectra were measured in a map size of
31×31 µm grid in 1µm increments. Acquisition time was one second averaged over two
cycles and the spectral range measured was 100-1700 wavenumbers (cm-1). For each
muscovite control and sample, 900 spectra were measured in a 150×150 µm grid in 5 µm
increments. Larger increments were used here to avoid double detection of label-enhanced
areas. Acquisition and cycle times were the same as the muscovite. Micro-sized spherical
particles of mineral—aliquots of the resulting centrifuged pellets were smeared onto new
glass microscope slides and 11×11 µm areas were mapped for each sample in order to
obtain a representative molecular picture of the interaction between AgNPs and corundum
particles. Since increased dispersity was anticipated with these non-flat samples, statistical
confidence was strengthened by measuring three maps from three individually prepared
samples, making nine maps in total for each pH (i.e., n = 1089 spectra for each pH). The
Raman images were collected by scanning with a 1 µm spatial resolution the surface of
each sample in two dimensions with a motorized stage. Data Analysis—Raman point and
averaged spectra were evaluated in Origin 8.5 software and a one-way ANOVA was
performed followed by a Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) multiple comparison tests
independently on each pH p > 0.950 significance at the α-0.05 probability level. While
large Raman maps were processed either in Vespucci or a home-built MATLAB code, both
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constructed independently by two of the co-authors for these exact types of analysis
involving larger spectroscopic datasets. Essentially, the Vespucci code is aimed to be
sourced freely to anyone without the need of additional costly software, such as
MATLAB.53 Muscovite samples were analyzed in MATLAB while all corundum samples
were analyzed in Vespucci. Spectra from the micro-sized corundum particles were first
median filtered (window size 7) and normalized to the 2-norm so that each spectrum vector
had unit length. Peak centers and integrated areas were found for the Ag-O stretching mode
(indicating AgNP oxidation) at 225-255 cm-1 using Vespucci40,54,55. A linear baseline was
drawn between the two abscissa values closest to the specified range. The area of the region
was taken to be the trapezoidal numerical integral of the specified region. Peak centers
were taken to be the abscissa value of the highest intensity point in the range after baseline
subtraction. Maps from the bulk corundum were median filtered (window size 7), min-max
normalized, and area integrated under the Ag-O stretch at 225-255 cm-1 also in Vespucci54.
Spectral data from the muscovite samples were first min-max normalized and derived with
a second-degree polynomial. Next, a principle component analysis (PCA) was applied to
the derived normalized data where each spectrum was correlated to one of two principally
selected spectra. Briefly, a PCA isolates representative data patterns within the data matrix
by generating new variables called principal components (PC) that are linear combinations
of the original variables and act to explain as much variance in the data as possible.
ICP-OES Analysis: Quantitative characterization of the change in total Ag content
reacted with the micro-sized corundum was measured with a Varian 710 ICP-OES system.
Briefly, original colloids and supernatant samples containing free, unbound AgNPs were
chemically digested and diluted in trace metal grade nitric acid (HNO3) following the U.S.
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EPA methods 200.1156,57 as described in chapter 2. An eleven-point external calibration
curve (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, and 150 µg L-1) was then constructed, and the
Ag concentrations of each sample were determined by interpolation from the calibration
curve.
AFM analysis: An Agilent AFM operated in intermittent contact mode imaging
(i.e., AC Mode or Tapping Mode) was employed to examine the mineral surface features
(i.e., step edges) and the spatial distribution of AgNPs on the flat surfaces of the larger
corundum. Cantilevers were obtained from Nanoworld (NCHR, Pointprobe, non-contact
mode) and were fabricated from single-crystal Si and coated with Al, with nominal
resonance frequency of 320 kHz and a nominal force constant of 42 N/m. Scanning speeds
were typically set to 1-2 Hz and image sizes varied for each sample but at least one 2×2
µm image with 256×256 pixels was recorded as this was deemed an appropriate size to
detect and display features between 1-100 nm (i.e., nanoparticles). AgNP adsorption was
then interpreted by differentiating topographic profiles from the controls and the samples.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Characterization of AgNPs: synthesized AgNPs were
characterized in accordance with EPA’s recommendations.58,59ICP-OES revealed an
average Ag concentration in the as-prepared colloidal suspension of 15.4 ± 0.8 mg L-1, and
Raman spectroscopy confirmed the absence of organic impurities and silver oxide peaks.
In previous TEM work, these AgNPs appeared spherical, had an average diameter of 14.1
± 13.4 nm and a moderate size distribution in the 1-100 nm range.36 The specific AgNP
surface area was then estimated to be 20.9- 814.8 m2 g-1 based on this size range (and
assuming all nanoparticles are spherical).60 Previous Zeta-potential measurements (see
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chapter 2) demonstrated that these AgNPs are negatively charged and are stable at the
experimental pH of this study (ζ-potential of -41.47 mV at pH = 8.2).60,61
Label-Free Raman. Large corundum—The vibrational modes associated with corundum
are identified and labeled in the supporting information (Table 3.S262–65) As seen in Figure
3.1, the corundum window control appears only as corundum and matches literature
assignments (Table 3.S2), while corundum exposed to AgNPs exhibit an additional peak.
In fact, in all AgNP-treated corundum samples, additional molecular vibrations were
observed in the range 225-255 cm-1, which matches literature references for Ag-O
stretches40,54,55 (Figure 3.1 and 3.2). Silver oxidation appears to be the driving mechanism
of AgNPs adsorption to corundum. Therefore, Raman has potential to observe AgNPs
interaction with corundum without labeling (no SERS probe). In Figure 3.1B the white
and gray areas are attributable to a larger integrated area under 225-255 cm-1 where Ag-O
is present. The spectrum with the most intense Ag-O peak seen (red line in Figure 3.1B)
in 961 spectra is represented by the whitest pixel in the chemical image. Despite only a
few Ag-O vibrations, a molecular interaction is still observed and is attributable to the
oxidation of AgNPs. However, it should be noted this experiment was conducted only at
pH = 9, but in natural aquatic systems, a wide range of pH values are possible, and since
mineral surface charge and particle oxidation depend on pH, this helped justify the next
phase of the experiment. Essentially, is AgNP adsorption to corundum pH dependent?
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A

B

Figure 3.1. Chemical images of corundum windows before (A) and after (B) AgNP
exposure (1 mg L-1 for 30 min) and accompany average spectra. Spectra were first
min-max normalized, then smoothed with a median filter with a window size of 7, and
lastly, area was integrated under 225-255 cm-1 (where the Ag-O stretch appears) and
assigned a scalar color where Ag-O stretches are represented as white. Lack of visual
variation confirms chemical surface uniformity in A, while white spot B suggests Ag-O
is present in one pixel (1 µm2). Black spectra are averaged from the accompanying map
on the left (both are 31x31 µm for a total number of spectra in each is 961). Red
spectrum with stretch at 241 cm-1 in B is from the white pixel and signifies the presence
of Ag-O.
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Micro-corundum particles—As expected, and seen in Figure 3.2, the control maps
yielded no Ag-O peak, while at every experimental pH the Ag-O stretching mode at ~ 230
cm-1 was observed (Figure 3.2B). Overall, more Ag-O vibrations were recorded here than
with the single crystal samples, possibly an artifact of random crystal structures versus an
ordered lattice in the a-plane (112̅0) 66, thereby altering electronic densities on the surface.
To analyze this further, the total number of Raman spectra exhibiting Ag-O stretching
modes at each pH value was plotted as a function of pH (Figure 3.2C). With this analysis,
AgNPs were found to exhibit more interactions with α-Al2O3 at pH ≥ 9 (n = 901-1015
spectra) in comparison with all other examined pH values (n = 796-814) indicating a
possible change in the interaction. However, the difference is not statistically significant
(p > 0.05), so the adsorption process is pH independent. As another approach the
integrated area under each Ag-O peak was measured since the intensity of the peak
depends on the concentration of AgO which offers a semi-quantitative measurement of
AgO and not just weather a peak is present or not (Figure 3.2D). Again, the differences
amongst all pH values were not statistically significant (p > 0.05), despite pH 9 yielding
the largest average area.
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Figure 3.2 Raman spectra and statistical analysis of micro-sized corundum at all
experimental pH values (6 – 11). A) Average spectra of corundum controls at each pH.
B) Average spectra of corundum exposed to 1 mg L-1 for 30 min at each pH. C) The total
number of Raman spectra exhibiting Ag-O stretching modes at each pH value. D) Mean of
the integrated area of the Ag-O stretching mode at each examined pH value with 95%
confidence intervals. The values obtained at each pH represent an average of 1089 spectra
from 3 separate trials.

Since both single crystal and micro-sized corundum experiments revealed the AgO stretches, indicated by the appearance the peak at 225-255 cm-1, this helps confirm
surface complexation of AgNPs to the terminus oxygen atoms (Ag-O-Al-). Again, the
highest chemisorption levels were reported at pH ~ 9, when α-Al2O3 has zero net surface
charge and is more readily available for direct molecular interactions with AgNPs. To
help explain these mechanisms, Figure 3.3 was created to offer a visual complexation
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scheme. At pH ~ 9, more mechanisms are occurring due to the lack of net surface charge
as well as the presence of both positive and negative moieties (Figure 3.3B). Previously
cited literature has shown the hydration of α-Al2O3 yields OH groups at the Al2O3 surface.
The interaction between AgNPs and α-Al2O3 is expected to involve hydroxyl groups.67
Due to the variety of surface sites that may exist on the corundum surface, multiple
hydroxyl terminations may exist. Some hydroxyl groups will undergo deprotonation
above the pHpzc (pH = 9.1) of α-Al2O3 to create an overall negative charge above the pHpzc.
Less overall AgNP adsorption is expected at pH values > 9.1 than at all other investigated
pH values. As seen in Figure 3.3, AgNPs can still bind to surface moieties that are not
negatively charged due to the other possible mechanisms (e.g., surface complexation or
hydrogen bonding68 interactions).

Figure 3.3. Complexation scheme at pH values below A), at B), and above C) the
isoelectric point of α-Al2O3 (pH 9). Red atoms = Al, blue = O, gray = H, green = Ag, and
yellow = Na. Note: nanoparticles are not to scale.

ICP-OES: to support the Raman analysis the difference in total silver measured
before and after interaction with the suspended micro-sized corundum was interpreted as
an average percent adsorbed. In other words, the silver that had adsorbed could not be
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directly measured by ICP-OES and, therefore, was inferred from what silver was lost in a
reacted colloid. Analysis—quantitative measurements of the total amount of silver was
made at each pH for each control and samples. As seen in Figure 3.4, no apparent
adsorption dependency on pH was observed. This is likely attributable to multiple
mechanisms occurring simultaneously or independently at each experimental pH (Figure
3.3).
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Figure 3.4. Average percent adsorption of AgNPs to α-Al2O3 as a function of pH as
determined by ICP-OES. Error bars represent the standard deviation of nine independently
prepared samples. The initial concentration of AgNPs was 1 mg L-1. For each pH 1.22 g of
the micro-sized corundum with a SSA of 7 um g-1 was used.

AFM: Topographic profiles of corundum windows revealed a step and terrace
structure on the a-plane surface. The surfaces originally appeared void of any nano-sized
particles, although some protrusions and holes were present but without any indication of
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homogeneity. A distilled water control added no additional features on the surface (Figure
3.5A)., while a NaNO3 control seemed to deposit some nanoparticles despite the absence
of AgNPs (Figure 3.5B). Likewise, this result was unexpected but was attributed to the
precipitation of electrolyte from a thin water film on the surface that was not completely
removed with the stream of nitrogen gas. The windows were then submerged in a 1 mg L1

AgNP colloid for 30 minutes (with 0.005 M NaNO3 at pH 8) before being dried with

nitrogen. The resultant AFM images of the treated windows yielded additional
nanoparticles on the surface without any real indication of preferences to the step edges
(Figure 3.5C). In future studies, particle counting algorithms may have to be employed to
statistically conclude if more particles appear after the AgNP submersion than the NaNO3.
Furthermore, since AFM is not a chemical technique, no identity about the particles is
revealed, thus a molecular imaging technique, like Raman, would be beneficial to
accompany AFM.

Figure 3.5. 2x2 µm AFM images of macro-sized corundum window. A) Washed and
annealed window imaged before any treatment was administered displays step-and-terrace
structure with minimal nano-sized features. B) The Same window submerged in 0.05 M
NaNO3 for half hour yields some nano-sized precipices on the surface. C) The Same
window submerged in1 mg L-1 AgNPs and 0.05 M NaNO3 yields more and larger nanosized particles.
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Label-Enhanced Raman. Muscovite—The vibrational modes associated with
muscovite are identified and labeled in the supporting information (Table 3.S369–73). Using
MATLAB the principle component scores were displayed as a pixel color, either red or
blue, creating an image that portrays the most highly correlated principle component (PC)
for that spectrum collected in that location. The similarities between both principle
components (PCs) in the control map are almost identical, consequently, blending both pixel
colors on the map and creating an almost purple image suggesting an even distribution of
both throughout the map (Figure 3.S1). Both PCs correlate directly to literature reported
spectra.70 Table 3.S3 assigns the observed experimental peaks to vibrational modes reported
in McKeoen et al. where Raman spectra of muscovite were calculated as well as measured
about two axial orientations.70 With the addition of AgNPs, no significant differences were
observed, as seen by the similarities in the PCs and the evenly colored image (Figure 3.S2).
Rhodamine 6G (R6G) by itself did not display any indicative signs of its identity on its map;
however, more fluorescence was observed which could be credited to its presence. The more
fluorescent areas within the R6G control map (Figure 3.6 A-D) are related to PC 2, where
more of a “hump” can be observed in these spectra. The map for both R6G and colloid
illustrated the most noticeable differences. Specifically, two distinct PCs were computed
and red areas are seen on the map (Figures 3.6 E-H) exhibit spectra more closely correlated
to R6G (PC2). Thus the areas pixelated more with PC2 (red) are interpreted as R6G bound
to AgNPs, while PC1 represents muscovite (blue). The SERS spectrum of R6G was
assigned according to our previous studies37,74. The interaction between AgNPs and
muscovite is likely electrostatic, since no additional peaks were detected, suggesting no
covalent bonds were formed.
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Figure 3.6. 10 µM 10-3 M R6G dried on freshly cleaved muscovite (A-D) and both AgNPs and 10 µM 10-4 M R6G dried on
freshly cleaved muscovite (E-H). A,E) Optical image of mapped areas. B,F) Chemical images of same areas from optical image
constructed from PC 1(blue) and PC 2 (red) C,G) Principle component one correlates to muscovite in both (same vibrational modes are
labeled) D,H) Principle component two, with no AgNPs PC2 correlates to fluorescent R6G background, however, when AgNPs are
added adsorption is revealed with more red (PC2) which correlates to R6G enhancement spectra. Note R6G marker bands labeled in H
but absent in D.
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CONCLUSION
Overall, the results of this study demonstrate that Raman is suitable in identifying
both physisorption and chemisorption mechanisms involved in AgNP interaction with
minerals, namely muscovite and corundum. However, AgNPs behave differently in the
presence of different minerals, and Raman analysis may demand a SERS probe to help
“visualize” AgNP adsorption. In contrast, the oxidized form of AgNPs is already Raman
active and can be directly “seen”. In addition, Raman molecular imaging offers a distinct
advantage over traditional point spectra by increasing confidence in identifying adsorption
mechanisms as well as offering information into their distribution. These sorts of
attractions can be revealed and analyzed with a variety of software and hyperspectral
analysis. Lastly, although ICP-OES and AFM are suitable for supporting adsorption
experiments additional verification is required for increased chemical information. In
conclusion, future fate and transport studies involving silver nanoparticles may find
prudent to use label-free and label-enhanced Raman imaging to characterize AgNPs
adsorption behavior on hydrated mineral surfaces.
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ASSOCIATED CONTENT
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Supplementary information includes additional figures and tables supporting the Raman
results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 3.S1. Summary of controls and samples for both minerals and the
instrumental method they were analyzed with (denoted by ). Both forms of
corundum (except the “as received” control) were reacted with a total volume of 100 mL
for 30 min each.
Corundum
As fused micro-sized
spherical particles

As large flat
sapphire windows

As received

As received

As freshly
cleaved
flat surfaces
As received

pH 6 and 7 (HNO3)

Cleaned (HNO3)
and annealed (@
1250°C)

10 µL HQ
water
(hydrated)

pH 9, 10, and 11(NaOH)

DI water (30 min)

5 mM ISA (@~pH 8)

5 mM ISA (30 min)

10 µL 10-3M
R6G

Water (pH adjusted to 8
with 30 µL 0.1 M NaOH)
Controls

-1

Samples

Analysis

Non-labeled
Raman

Muscovite

-

1.0 mg L AgNPs
+ 5 mM ISA @ pH
6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11

1.0 mg L-1 AgNPs+ 5 mM ISA





Labeled
Raman
ICP-OES

10 µL 15.4 mg
L-1 AgNPs10-4 M R6G +
15.4 mg L-1
AgNPs





AFM
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Table 3.S2. Tentative assignments of the Raman vibrational modes observed for α-Al2O3.
Experimental
Raman modes (cm-1)
378 (m)

Literature
Raman Shift (cm-1)
378

416 (s)

416

A1g

429 (m,sh)

429

Eg external

451 (w)

451

Eg internal

574-576 (w)

576

Eg internal

644 (m)

644

A1g zz

750 (m)

750

Eg internal
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Tentative assignment
Eg external

Table 3.S3: Vibrational modes, and tentative assignments of muscovite Raman spectrum
about the Ag in-plane rotation (normal to 001 plane). Tentative assignments are taken
from McKeown et. al. 362770 and 3657 cm-1 assigned from Wang et. al.75 Experimental
reference spectrum obtained with a 633 nm HeNe Laser with a 1 second acquisition time.

Vibrational
Mode (cm-1)
85
124
172
198
217
265
265

Experimental
Reference

Tentative Assignment

Sheet yz-trans. + K y-trans.
Sheet xz-trans. + K xy-trans. (minor)
M2-OH stretch (M2 z-trans.)
M2-OH stretch + Od xz-trans.
OH-M2-OH bend + M2-Oa stretch
Ob, OH y-trans. + Oc,e z-trans. + K y-trans.
T1-Oa z-trans. + T2-Ob -z-trans. + M2 xy-trans. + K xytrans.
295
M2-OH stretch + M2-Oa stretch
316
317, w
M2-OH stretch + M2-Ob stretch + tetrahedral rot. || z
382
382, sh
M2 z-trans. + Oc z-trans. + Od,e -z-trans.
411
408
M2 xz-trans. +Od z-trans. + Oc,e xz-trans.
442
Oa-M2-Ob bend + Oc,e z-trans. + Od xy-trans.
527
T-Obr-T xy-bend
583
M2 xy-trans. + T z-trans.
583
Od,e xy-trans. + T y-trans. + K xy-trans.
638
Onb yz-trans. + Obr -yz-trans.
703
702
Onb z-trans. + Ob r -z-trans. + M2-Ob stretch
754
752
Oa-M2-Ob bend
800
T-Oc,d-T bend
811
T-Oc,e-T bend
913
912
Tetrahedral breathing
958
956
T-Onb stretch (n1)
1024
1020
T-Onb stretch (n1) + Obr in/out tetr. base center
1098
1079
T1,2-Oc,e xy-stretch (n10)
1116
1116
T1,2-Oc,d xy-stretch (n10)
Abbreviations: M2 – Octahedral site occupied by Al+3 (M1 site is vacant). T –
Tetrahedral. Onb - non-bridging O atoms. Obr - bridging O atoms. sh – shoulder.
122
170
195
215
262
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Figure 3.S1. Raman Map of Bare Muscovite Surface. 150×150µm Map collected
over 5µm intervals with an 1 second acquisition time and measured over a spectral
range of 100 to 1700 wavenumbers cm-1. (A) Image of mapped area (B) Image of same
area constructed from PCA (C) Principle component one (D) Principle component two,
both correlating to muscovite.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 3.S2. Silver Nanoparticle Colloid on Muscovite. 150×150µm Raman Map collected over
5µm intervals with an 1 second acquisition time and measured over a spectral range of 100 to 1700
wavenumbers cm-1. (A) Image of mapped area (B) Image of same area constructed from PCA (C)
Principle component one (D) Principle component two both correlating to muscovite.
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CHAPTER 4

MEASURING THE SILVER COMPOSITION OF NANOCOLLOIDS BY
INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA−OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY:
A LABORATORY EXPERIMENT FOR
CHEMISTRY AND ENGINEERING STUDENTS

Seth W. Brittle, Joshua D. Baker, Kevin M. Dorney, Jessica M. Dagher,
Tala Ebrahimian, Steven R. Higgins, and Ioana E. Pavel Sizemore
Department of Chemistry, Wright State University,
3640 Colonel Glenn Hwy., Dayton, OH, 45435
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
The increased worldwide exploitation of nanomaterials has reinforced the
importance of introducing nanoscale aspects into the undergraduate and graduate
curriculum. To meet this need, a novel nano-laboratory module was developed and
successfully performed by science and engineering students. The main goal of the
experiment was to accurately quantify the total silver composition of a nanocolloid with
modern inductively coupled plasma−optical

emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES)

instrumentation in conjunction with two well-established methods that are heavily
employed in both research and industrial settings. Specifically, undergraduate and graduate
students estimated the total silver composition of Creighton colloidal nanoparticles via the
external calibration method (16.3 ± 4.7 mg L‑ 1) and the standard addition method (14.9 ±
4.2 mg L‑ 1) at two emission wavelengths (328.068 and 338.898 nm). The assessment of
basic laboratory skills and the class assignments showed that the students successfully
mastered the various aspects of sample/standard preparation, the operation of the ICP-OES
instrument, and the data analysis. Students’ interest and experience in this laboratory were
highly rated in the anonymous student evaluations.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, the nanoscience and nanotechnology sectors have
exponentially proliferated across the world.1 It is expected that by 2020, approximately six
million people will be employed in nanofields.1 In response to this workforce demand,
many universities have now established curricula, in particular at the graduate level, to
introduce students to the themes originating within the nanoareas.2 Furthermore, current
National Science Foundation (NSF) solicitations for proposals3 encourage the introduction
of nanoscale science, engineering, and technology into the undergraduate education.
Many of the unique properties of nanomaterials derive from their size, shape, and
surface charge,4,5 but the elemental composition is one of the most important characteristics
because it directly relates to the controlled, safe, and efficient use of nanomaterials as well
as to their toxicity.6,7 Inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectrometry (ICPOES), also commonly referred to as ICP - atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), is a
well-established analytical technique that offers both qualitative and quantitative forms of
elemental analysis.8 In addition, ICP-OES can detect up to 70 elements9 and exhibits better
detection limits (down to the ppb level9) than other traditional techniques such as flame
atomic absorption/emission spectroscopy (FAAS or FAES) and ultraviolet-visible (UVVis) absorption spectroscopy. Thus, ICP-OES offers suitable quantification of a wide range
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of elements in a relatively fast, single analysis and without the expense of a more costly
mass spectrometer (ICP-MS).9,10
This new laboratory module aimed to familiarize students enrolled in upper-level
Instrumental Analysis and Experimental Nanomaterials and Nanoscience laboratory
courses (3 credit hours each course) with two well-established calibration methods, namely
the external calibration method and the standard addition method, for the accurate
quantification of the total silver composition of nanocolloids. In this context, both science
and engineering students were introduced to the theoretical and experimental aspects of
ICP-OES including, sample/standard preparation, the operation of modern ICP-OES
instrumentation, and data analysis. The proposed experiment module takes at least two
three-hour lab periods and a possibly a third one may also be necessary if students fabricate
their own colloidal nanoparticles. Additional organizational details and suggestions for
various laboratory time periods are provided in Supporting Information. The two
calibration methods were compared for a widely-used Creighton colloid of silver
nanoparticles (AgNPs) by relating the actual yield to the theoretical yield of the reaction.
The external calibration approach was selected to demonstrate the rapid analysis of a large
set of colloidal samples, while the standard addition method was recommended for the
analysis of complex, colloidal samples, where matrix effects are considerable.11,13 For
further comparisons, two emission wavelengths were utilized in both calibrations (the main
and secondary lines of Ag (I) ion at 328.068 nm and 338.898 nm, respectively). It is
important to introduce students to the possibility of employing multiple emission
wavelengths for the same elemental ion to avoid possible spectral overlaps, to interrogate
different concentration ranges, or to confirm the results obtained by a specific wavelength.
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A more detailed explanation could elaborate upon the ionization energies associated with
different ions. While the external calibration method in combination with quality control
measurements is endorsed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
standard addition method is preferred for increased confidence.13 Thus, this laboratory
experiment closely followed the U.S. EPA Method 200.7 with some minor modifications
to fit the allotted time period (outlined in the Supporting Information). This approach
effectively exposed students to the two methods frequently employed in research and
industrial settings.
ICP-OES-based laboratory experiments for the quantification of nanomaterial
composition has been introduced before into the academic curricula, but it focused on the
external calibration approach. For example, Metz et al. designed an ICP-OES experiment
for non-STEM students to estimate AgNP accumulation in the Wisconsin Fast Plants,
Brassica rapa.14 Numerous ICP-OES and FAAS laboratory modules encourage the
utilization of both calibration methods, but these educational experiments are not relevant
to nanomaterial characterization (e.g., multivitamins, teeth, motor oil, and so on).15-17 The
experiment reported here is unique in that it introduces students to more than one
calibration method to accurately quantify the total silver composition of colloidal AgNPs
using modern, ICP-OES instrumentation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals: All chemicals in this laboratory experiment were purchased as highgrade analytical reagents from Fisher Scientific, and were used without further
modification (Supporting Information). High quality (HQ) water (resistivity > 18 MΩcm)
was the solvent in the AgNP synthesis, the quantitative dilutions of the digested samples,
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and the method blank. A SPEX CertiPrep ICP OES grade Ag+ standard (1,000 ± 5 mg L1

) and OPTIMA grade nitric acid (HNO3) for trace metal analysis were employed for the

standards preparation and chemical digestions.
Synthesis of Creighton Colloidal AgNPs: Colloidal AgNPs were synthesized in
advance via a modified Creighton method12 through the titration reduction of Ag+ in silver
nitrate (AgNO3) with sodium borohydride (NaBH4) at ~0°C (Supporting Information).19
This nongreen synthesis was rigorously described by our group together with other green
and nongreen bottom-up fabrication methods for silver and gold nanoparticles in a recently
published, complementary nano laboratory experiment.20 Any of these nanocolloids could
be utilized in the proposed ICP-OES-based laboratory experiment. The Creighton colloid
was wrapped in aluminum foil, stored at ~10°C, and used within one week in order to avoid
the potential release of Ag+ ions from AgNPs. This oxidation process may occur over time
(6 to 125 days), in the presence of dissolved O2 and H+, and is temperature dependent (ion
release rate increases with temperature, 0-37°C).21
Chemical Digestion of AgNPs: Students digested 0.500 ± 0.001 mL of colloidal
AgNPs in 2.0 mL OPTIMA grade HNO3. A “cold digestion” was employed first, where
the solutions were allowed to sit for 15 min, followed by a “hot digestion” at ~180°C. The
samples were allowed to evaporate until a minimal amount of liquid remained (~ 200 μL),
and the beakers were removed from the hot plate. The digested samples were then diluted
to a total volume of 100.00 ± 0.08 mL, and a final 2% HNO3 matrix by volume was
established. A method blank (MB) of HQ water was prepared in the same manner.
Blanks and Standards Preparation: External calibration method—External
standards were prepared from the standard Ag+ solution that ranged from 0-150 μg L-1, in
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25.0 μg L-1 increments. A matrix blank, consisting of HQ water and 2% HNO3 was used as
a calibration blank for 0.0 μg L-1. Standard addition method—A standard addition
calibration was performed by spiking five 5.0-mL samples of digested and diluted AgNPs
with known volumes of a 10.0 μg mL-1 of Ag+ standard in the following amounts: 0.0, 25.0,
50.0, 75.0, and 100.0 ± 0.1 μL, and then diluting to 10.0 mL.
All digested samples, blanks, and standards were prepared with a final 2% HNO3
matrix.
ICP-OES measurements: A Varian 710-ES ICP-OES instrument having an
axially positioned torch was employed for the elemental quantitation of total Ag within the
digested, colloidal AgNP. Other ICP-OES instrument models such as Optima8x00 (Perkin
Elmer) and Ultima Expert (Horiba Scientific) may also be utilized for this experiment.
Optimized acquisition parameters included a replicate read time of 15 s, an internal
stabilization delay of 45 s, a sample uptake delay of 40 s, a peristaltic pump rate of 2 mL
min-1 (~30 rpm) and a rinse time of 15 s. Each sample was measured in triplicate using the
two emission lines for Ag employing an autosampler (Varian SP3) and a wide dynamic
range CCD detector. Light intensities were transduced into electrical signals, and a
resultant spectrum was created by plotting the emitted intensities versus wavelength.
Hazards: The toxicity of AgNPs is still under investigation;6,7 thus, care should be
exercised when working with any AgNPs. Aqueous solutions of corrosive NaBH4 should
be used in less than one week and stored in loosely fitted containers without agitation.
Silver nitrate (AgNO3) should be identified as a possibly toxic and corrosive chemical.
Concentrated HNO3 is extremely corrosive and should be handled carefully, especially
during high-temperature digestions. All sample-related activities should be carried out in a
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chemical fume hood to avoid build-up of flammable gas (hydrogen gas evolved during
AgNP synthesis) and toxic inhalations (oxides of nitrogen evolved during AgNP
digestion). The operation of the ICP-OES should be performed under the supervision of
trained personnel, and should closely follow a standard operating procedure (SOP).
Personal protective equipment should be worn at all times during the experiment.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Student results: The theoretical yield of the Creighton AgNPs was estimated
through simple, stoichiometric calculations (sample calculation in Supporting
Information). Briefly, 50.0 mL of 1 mM AgNO3 was reduced to 300.0 mL of 2 mM NaBH4,
yielding 350.0 mL of Creighton colloid. Given the atomic weight of Ag (107.8682 g mol 1

), the total Ag amount present in the colloid was estimated to be 15.4 mg L-1. Next, small

aliquots of colloidal AgNPs and HQ water were chemically digested by each student group
and quantitatively diluted to fit within the Ag concentration range of the calibration curves
based off the estimated theoretical yield. Students then individually analyzed the external
calibration and standard addition standards.
External calibration method—Students constructed the external calibration curve
by plotting the instrument response (i.e., the emission intensity) as a function of the known
Ag concentrations (i.e., the concentration of each external standard), and used a linear least
square analysis to fit the data. A sample curve is shown in Figure 4.1A for the main
emission line of Ag at 328.068 nm. Unknown Ag composition in the colloidal samples of
AgNPs was then interpolated according to their signal response from the calibration curve.
For example, one student group obtained an intensity of 1626.2 a.u. for the Creighton
sample. This emission value (y) was found to correspond to a total Ag amount of 11.1 mg
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L-1 (x) after solving the regression equation and considering the 200-fold dilution factor
(sample calculation in Supporting Information). Standard deviations across the two courses
are presented in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Sample external calibration curve (A) and standard addition curve (B), which
were constructed by students for the main emission line of Ag at 328.068 nm.

Standard addition method—In this calibration approach, students measured the
instrument response for five samples spiked with various amounts of an Ag standard. The
emission intensities (y) were then plotted as a function of the volume of standard solution
added (x). A sample curve is shown in Figure 4.1B for the main emission line of Ag at
328.068 nm. Subsequently, a linear regression was performed to determine the total Ag
amount of the Creighton colloidal samples. For example, one student group estimated the
amount of Ag in their colloidal sample as being 15.4 mg L-1 after solving for x when y =
0. The dilution factor and concentration of the standard added were also taken into
consideration (sample calculation in Supporting Information).
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Comparison of the external calibration and standard addition methods for the
determination of the total Ag composition of nanocolloids: Both calibration methods
were effective in quantifying the total Ag composition of the Creighton colloid. Average
Ag amounts and standard deviations across the two courses are presented in Table 4.1,
while percent errors are given in Table 4.S2 (Supporting Information). The percent error
were determined by comparing the class average values (i.e., the actual yield for both
courses) to the theoretical yield for the Creighton reaction, which was estimated from
stoichiometric calculations (15.4 mg L-1). This value was assumed to correspond to an ideal
100% yield for simplicity. Overall, the standard addition method provided more accurate
Ag estimates (by 1.3-8.4%) and exhibited smaller deviations (by 0.0-27.3%) than the
external calibration method for the main excitation line of Ag at 328.068 nm (Table 4.1).
The average Ag amount obtained via the standard addition method in the two courses was
14.9 ± 4.2 mg L-1 at 328.068 nm, which corresponds to a percent error of 3.3% (Table 4.S2)
for the Creighton reaction. It should be noted that students were also asked to calculate
percent recoveries and percent error in order to compare both calibrations and both
emission lines (Supporting Information). It was found that the improved precision of the
standard addition method may be attributed to the consideration of matrix effects.
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Table 4.1. Class average values and standard deviations for the total Ag composition of
Creighton colloids as obtained by students through ICP-OES.a
External Calibration
Standard Addition
Course name
328.068 nm
338.898 nm
328.068 nm
338.898 nm
Instrumental
Analysis

14.6 ± 6.5

10.5 ± 4.0

14.8 ± 2.3

Experimental
Nanomaterials and
13.7 ± 2.9
13.6 ± 3.7
15.0 ± 2.9
Nanoscience
aAll amounts are reported as mg L-1 (ppm). Error is reported as 1σ.

7.9 ± 4.9

11.5 ± 8.0

In considering both emission lines, the 328.068 nm wavelength performed better
than the 338.898 nm wavelength for both calibration methods (Table 4.1). It should be
noted that the external calibration method led to more accurate Ag amounts than the
standard addition method for the 338.898 nm emission line (Table 4.S4). The statistical
weights of the states corresponding to the emission wavelengths could be quite different
and lead to the greater intensity observed for the 328.068 nm line (from an increased
population in this state). Given the proximity of the two states on an energy scale, even a
subtle difference in statistical weights could explain the observed differences. Because the
lower energy state electronic configuration is the same for both emission lines (namely,
[Kr]4d105s1), the ground state has the same energy and the same term symbol 2S½.
However, upon excitation, the electronic configuration changes to [Kr]4d105p1. This upper
state electronic configuration has two possible term symbols, namely 2P³/₂ for the 328.068
nm line and 2P½ for the 338.898 nm line, due to LS coupling. Thus, recombination to this
excited state configuration would be more favorable and have a higher population of
excited Ag atoms than that of the 2P½ state (corresponding to emission at 338.898 nm).9,10
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Formative Assessment: The knowledge gained by the undergraduate and graduate
students was assessed through pre- and post-laboratory assignments (Supporting
Information), which showed that the proposed educational goals were successfully
achieved in both courses. Briefly, before performing the proposed experiment, students
were graded on their ability to correctly answer a set of pre-lab questions using the relevant
material, which was made available to them in advance. After the completion of the
experiments, students prepared a full laboratory report and were graded with the help of a
rubric including the topics that were interrogated in the pre-lab assignment. The
achievement of the proposed educational goals was further substantiated by the excellent
ratings of a set of laboratory skills (#S1-S6) that were performed by the instructor and were
identified as vital for the successful completion of the experiment (Table 4.2). Students
were found capable of S1- correctly performing the cold and hot digestions, S2-performing
the appropriate dilutions of the digested samples for ICP-OES analysis, S3-completing all
necessary safety checks and operation of the ICP-OES equipment, noting any irregularities
and reporting them as directed, S4-setting the instrument computer to the appropriate data
collection parameters, S5- loading the autosampler with the appropriate number of blanks,
standards, and samples in the correct order, and S6-taking into consideration the
conditions/parameters that must be met to allow for accurate sample analysis. Furthermore,
anonymous evaluations were administered to examine students’ interest in the laboratory
before (Q1) and after its completion (Q2) as well as the overall experience in the performed
experiment (Q3). The high ratings in Table 4.3 and anonymous comments showed that
students found the new laboratory experiment stimulating and enjoyable.
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Table 4.2. Results of the anonymous evaluations of several laboratory skills (S1-S6)
performed by the instructors in the Experimental Nanomaterials and Nanoscience course.
Instructor Ratingsa,b,c
Laboratory Skill
Fall 2012
Fall 2013
Average
S1

2.7 (0.3)

2.3 (0.3)

2.5 (0.5)

S2

2.7 (0.4)

2.2 (0.4)

2.5 (0.5)

S3

3.0 (0.0)

2.0 (0.0)

2.5 (0.5)

S4

2.2 (0.3)

2.7 (0.3)

2.5 (0.5)

S5

3.0 (0.0)

2.0 (0.0)

2.5 (0.5)

S6

2.7 (0.3)

2.2 (0.3)

2.5 (0.5)

Values in parentheses represent standard deviations of 1σ. Each section contained
eight groups N=8 groups of students. A total of 14 and 15 students completed the
laboratory course in the Fall 2012 and Fall 2013 semester, respectively. c A rating of 3.0
indicates that student groups always met the laboratory goal, while ratings of 2.0 and 1.0
indicate that student groups sometimes and never met the laboratory goal, respectively.
a

b

Table 4.3. Results of the anonymous, student evaluations of several laboratory aspects
(Q1-Q3) in the two courses.
Student Ratingsa,,b,c
Laboratory Aspect

Instrumental Analysis

Experimental Nanomaterials
and Nanoscience

Q1: Pre-Interest

2.7 (2.5)

8.4 (1.8)

Q2: Post-Interest

8.5 (2.3)

8.5 (2.1)

Q3: Overall Experience

8.2 (2.4)

8.5 (2.4)

Values in parentheses represent standard deviation (1σ) of assessments and responses. b
N = 13 students who volunteered to answer the questions for both courses. c On a scale
from 1 to 10, 1 corresponds to the lowest score assigned by students, while 10 is the
highest score.
a

CONCLUSION
As nanoparticle research and applications continue to grow, young scientists and
engineers must be exposed to the fundamentals of nanotechnology and nanoscience. This
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laboratory experiment successfully introduced a diverse population of science and
engineering students to one of the most important aspects in the characterization of metallic
NPs: the accurate quantification of the metal composition of nanocolloids by ICP-OES. It
should be noted that over 50% of the students in the Experimental Nanomaterials and
Nanoscience laboratory class were represented by female and other underrepresented
groups. In this context, students were exposed to the convenience of the external calibration
method and the importance of spiked samples in the standard addition method, at different
emission wavelengths. Successful fulfillment of the laboratory experiment was verified
through pre- and post-laboratory assignments and the assessment of a set of basic
laboratory skills. Overall, students gained the scientific knowledge and the laboratory skills
to confidently employ both ICP-OES calibration methods with metallic NPs-based
samples. Additionally, anonymous evaluations indicated that the proposed ICP-OES based
experiment was well received and highly rated by the students. This laboratory experiment
could be implemented for the ICP-OES-based quantification of other metallic NPs in
chemistry, environmental sciences or engineering undergraduate curricula.
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ASSOCIATED CONTENT
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional material for instructors, students, a detailed description of the ICP-OES
measurements, additional safety aspects and expected laboratory outcomes.

STUDENT HANDOUT
1.

SAFETY AND HAZARDS
Students should receive instructions for chemical safety, personal protective

equipment, and the proper handling of nanomaterials and nitric acid (HNO3). The toxicity
of colloidal silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) is currently under extensive scientific
investigation, while HNO3 is extremely corrosive and creates toxic fumes when heated;
therefore, care should be exercised at all times when handling either AgNPs or HNO 3.
Silver nitrate (AgNO3) involved in the synthesis of Creighton AgNPs is a possibly toxic
and corrosive reagent. Laboratory goggles, coats, and gloves must be worn at all times to
prevent accidental exposure. Labeled waste containers should be utilized for the proper
disposal of all AgNP samples.
2.

INTRODUCTION
Inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) is a well-

established analytical technique that offers both qualitative and quantitative forms of
elemental analysis.1 In ICP-OES, a liquid sample is introduced into a nebulizer by means
of a peristaltic pump, where it is aerosolized and further transported to plasma. The plasma
(argon) atomizes, ionizes, and excites the elements in the sample. The subsequently emitted
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radiation is sorted by wavelength in a spectrometer, and the corresponding intensity is
measured. This allows for the determination of a wide range of elements in a relatively
fast, single analysis.2,3
The use of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in both research settings and consumer
products has increased over the past decade. AgNP fabrication and manipulation is a very
active research area due to the countless applications of AgNPs in catalysis, photonics,
electronics, biosensing, drug delivery, pharmaceuticals, and so on.4 As a result, an
increased exposure of AgNPs to humans and the environment is expected. Thus, the
accurate characterization of nanomaterial concentration is of great importance for most
applications and environmental studies; of particular interest is the toxicity of AgNPs, in
which the amount of nanomaterial must be known with high certainty.5,6
In this laboratory, two calibration methods commonly used in research and
industrial settings, namely the external calibration method and the standard addition
method, will be employed to accurately quantify the silver composition of widely-used
Creighton AgNPs by ICP-OES. The Creighton colloid will be synthesized in advance via
the aqueous reduction of silver nitrate by sodium borohydride.4,7 In preparation for ICPOES measurements, the AgNP samples will be chemically digested and quantitatively
diluted. Following the sample preparation, students will acquire hands-on experience with
the ICP-OES instrument and software by setting the operational parameters and
experimental procedures of the two calibration methods. An ICP-OES instrument will be
utilized for the silver quantification, and the main and secondary emission lines of Ag at
328.068 nm and 338.898 nm, respectively, will be used for additional efficiency
comparisons.
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The external calibration method will require the preparation of a series of standard
solutions containing known concentrations of analyte(s) to calibrate the instrument. These
standards will be prepared separately from the sample. The calibration will be based on the
instrument signal response (i.e., the emission intensity) as a function of the known analyte
concentration (i.e., the concentration of each external standard). A calibration plot will be
constructed from this analysis and will be fitted using a linear least square regression. The
analysis is expected to yield a linear equation, y = mx + b, where y is the signal response
and x is the concentration. Unknown sample concentrations will then be interpolated from
the calibration curve according to their signal response. The external calibration approach
is used when it is assumed interference effects are negligible. In contrast, the standard
addition method is recommended for the analysis of complex samples, where matrix effects
are considerable.
In this laboratory, students will also utilize the most common standard addition
method,7 which adds increments of a standard solution to sample aliquots of equal volume.
In this case, the sample matrix will remain unchanged, with all constituents of the mixture
being identical; the exception will be the added concentration of the analyte. The
instrument response will then be measured for all solutions, and the data will be plotted as
the instrument response (y) versus the volume of the standard solution added (x).
Subsequently, a linear regression will be performed, and the m-slope and y-intercept of the
calibration curve will be utilized to estimate the concentration of an analyte in the sample.2
Measured data will then be individually analyzed by each student, and the knowledge
gained throughout the experiment will be evaluated through pre- and post-laboratory
student assignments.
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3.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

3.1.

First 2-3 hr Laboratory Period
Recitation: During the first laboratory period, students will be introduced to the

ICP-OES technique. Concepts such as the working principle of ICP-OES, the external
calibration and standard addition methods, the sample preparation and analysis, the method
setup through the instrument software, and data analysis together with illustrative examples
will be presented and discussed. The synthesis of Creighton colloidal AgNPs will also be
discussed, and the theoretical yield of the reaction will be estimated together with the
instructor.
Synthesis of Creighton AgNPs: Silver nanoparticles will be synthesized in advance
by the teaching assistant (TA) through the reduction of 50.0 mL of 1 mM silver nitrate
solution (AgNO3) via dropwise addition to 300.0 mL of a 2 mM of sodium borohydride
(NaBH4) solution at the temperature of ice.4,7 This “bottom-up” nanofabrication approach
was selected due to its simplicity, low cost, stability, and relatively low amounts of postsynthetic byproducts. For a further description of the reduction process, students should
refer to reference 7.
3.2.

Second 2-3 hr Laboratory Period
Glassware cleaning: Before proceeding with the preparation of samples and

standards, all glassware will need to be properly cleaned. Glassware should be soaked in
10% nitric acid for 24 h and rinsed with high-quality water (≥ 18 MΩcm) a minimum of
5 times. The exposure to HNO3 will remove possible contaminating trace metals.
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Sample preparation: Each group (pairs of students) will receive a colloidal sample
of AgNPs. A sample aliquot of AgNP colloid (0.5 mL) will be digested in OPTIMA grade
HNO3. Briefly, the sample aliquot will be transferred to a 50-mL beaker along with 2.0 mL
of HNO3. This solution will be allowed to sit for 15 min for a “cold digestion”. During this
time period, a hot plate will be set to 225° C. Upon completion of the cold digestion; the
beaker will be placed onto the hot plate for the “hot digestion”. The liquid sample will be
allowed to evaporate until a minimal volume remains (~ 200 μL) and the beaker will be
removed from the hot plate. Once cooled, the sample needs to be quantitatively diluted so
that the expected concentration (based on theoretical yield) fits within the middle of the
calibration curve. In this experiment, a 1:100 volume dilution will probably suffice.
Standards preparation for the external calibration method: A Ag+ stock solution
of 10.0 mg L-1 will be utilized to prepare the standard solutions for external calibration.
This stock solution will be made in advance by the GTA from a 1,000 ± 5 mg L-1 Ag+
standard for trace metal analysis (SPEX CertiPrep). Students will then prepare seven
standard solutions of 0.0, 25.0, 50.0, 75.0, 100.0, 125.0, and 150.0 ± 0.1 μg L-1 in 100-mL
± 0.08 volumetric flasks. All flasks will be diluted up to the graduation mark with 2%
HNO3 (OPTIMA grade) to prevent Ag precipitation and leaching into the glass.7
Standard addition method preparation: The Ag+ stock solution of 10.0 mg L-1 will
also be utilized for the Ag analysis by this second method. Students will quantitatively
transfer the digested sample of AgNP colloid into a 50-mL volumetric flask and dilute it to
the graduation mark using a 1:100 volume ratio. After that, 5.0-mL aliquots of this diluted
sample will be transferred to five clean plastic test tubes. Exactly 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 spikes of
25.0 μL from the 10.0 mg L-1 of Ag+ stock solution will be added to these test tubes.
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3.3.

Third 2-3 hr Laboratory Period
Standards and sample analysis: Students will then analyze the standards and the

sample using a 710 ES ICP-OES instrument (Varian Inc.) coupled with an autosampler
(Varian SP3). Peristaltic tubing pump rates will be set to the recommended 2mL min-1
value (~30 rpm). The following acquisition parameters will be utilized: wavelengths for
Ag of 328.068 nm and 338.898 nm, a radio frequency (RF) power of 1.20 kW, a plasma
flow of 15.0 L min-1, an auxiliary flow of 1.50 L min-1, and a nebulizer pressure of 200
kPa. Each sample will be measured in triplicate using a replicate time of 10 s, a betweenmeasurement stabilization time of 15 s, a sample uptake delay of 40 s, and a 15 s rinse time.
4.

DATA ANALYSIS

4.1.

Theoretical yield of the Creighton reaction
As it was mentioned above, the Creighton colloid will be synthesized via the

reduction of 50.0 mL of 1 mM of AgNO3 with 300.0 mL of 2 mM NaBH4. Thus, given the
atomic weight of Ag (107.8682 g mol-1), the total Ag present in the Creighton colloid may
be calculated as shown below.
1 mM of AgNO3 → 1 mM of Ag +

1 mM of Ag + ×

1M(
103

1.0786 × 10−1 g of Ag+
1𝐿
1.54 × 10−2 g of Ag
1L

×

𝑚𝑜𝑙
)
𝐿

mM

×

×

107.8682 g of Ag+
1 mol

50.0 mL of Ag+
350.0 mL total

103 mg
1g

(1)

of Ag+

=

=

1.0786 × 10−1 g of Ag+
1𝐿

1.54 × 10−2 g of Ag
1L

= 15.4 mg L−1 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑔𝑁𝑃𝑠
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(2)

(3)

(4)

First, a student can think of 1 mM of AgNO3 as containing 1 mM of Ag+ (eq. 1).
Next, the amount of Ag+ (in g L-1) in 1 mM of AgNO3 will be determined by using the
atomic weight of Ag (eq. 2); then, the total Ag amount in the Creighton colloid will be
estimated by applying the conservation of mass rule, M1 x V1 = M2 xV2, with V1 and M1
being the volume and mass, respectively, of the AgNO3 solution and V2 representing the
total volume of the Creighton colloid (eq. 3). Lastly, this concentration (g L-1) will be
converted into mg L-1 (ppm) by multiplying by 103 (eq. 4).
4.2.

External calibration
Students will construct the external calibration curve in Excel or Origin software

by plotting the ICP-OES instrument response (i.e., the emission intensity) against the
known concentrations of the Ag standards. A linear regression will then be performed on
the data to determine the unknown Ag composition of the Creighton colloid through
interpolation. For example, a student group generated the curve seen in Figure 4.1A and
measured an intensity of 1626.2 a.u. for their 1:200 volume diluted sample. From here,
students calculated the total Ag composition as follows:
𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏

(5)

𝑦 = 30.453𝑥 − 64.495

(6)

𝑥=

(1626.2+64.495)
30.453

= 55.518 𝜇𝑔 𝐿−1

55.518 𝜇𝑔 𝐿−1 ×200 = 1.1104 ×104 𝜇𝑔 𝐿−1
1.1104 × 104 𝜇𝑔 1.11 × 104 𝜇𝑔
𝐿

𝐿

×

1 𝑚𝑔
103 𝜇𝑔
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= 11.1 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1

(7)
(8)

(9)

First, a linear the regression is performed to fit a trend line to the data as a simple
linear equation (eq. 5), where y is the instrument response, and x is the concentration. In
this example, the student group obtained the regression equation (eq. 6) from a set of seven
Ag+ standards ranging from 0.0 to 150.0 µg

L-1 concentration, in 25.0 µg L-1 increments.

Therefore, when their digested Creighton colloid emitted a measured intensity of 1626.2
a.u, the actual Ag amount was determined by solving for x (eq. 7). Next, the 1:200 volume
dilution factor was considered (eq. 8), which produced a total Ag amount of
1.1104 ×104 µg L-1. Students then converted this value to mg L-1 (eq. 9) for easier
comparison to the theoretical yield.
4.3.

Standard addition method
Similar to the external calibration method, a linear regression will also be utilized

in the standard addition method. In this approach, the emission intensities of the five
samples spiked with various amounts of Ag+ standard are plotted as a function of the
volume of standard solution added (eq. 10). For example, a student group generated the
curve seen in Figure 4.1B with five additions of a 10.0 mg L-1 of Ag+ standard in 25.0 µL
increments to a final volume of 10.0 mL (eq. 11). This curve was then used to calculate the
concentration of the sample by determining the volume of the standard needed to generate
the response when no standard was added. Students accomplished this by extrapolating the
curve back to the x-intercept in order to generate the absolute value of the raw volume (eq.
12). Next, students determined the raw concentration using the conservation of mass
formula (eq. 13), where M1 is the concentration of the standard added and V1 is the volume
calculated. Multiplying these values together and dividing by the final volume (V2)
generates the raw concentration (M2) of the sample (eq. 14). After considering the volume
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dilution factor (eq. 15) and converting to mg L-1 (eq. 16), the total Ag composition of the
original Creighton sample was determined.
𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏

(10)

𝑦 = 31.566𝑥 + 2437.3

(11)

−2437.3

𝑦 = 0 = | 31.566 | = 77.213 𝜇𝐿 = 𝑉1

(12)

𝑀1 ×𝑉1 = 𝑀2 ×𝑉2

(13)

(104 𝜇𝑔 𝐿−1 × 77.213 𝜇𝐿) = (𝑀2 ×104 𝜇𝐿)

(14)

77.213 𝜇𝑔 𝐿−1 ×200 = 1.5443 ×104 𝜇𝑔 𝐿−1

(15)

15443𝜇𝑔
𝐿

4.4.

×

1 𝑚𝑔
1000 𝜇𝑔

= 15.4 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1

(16)

Comparison of the two calibration methods
Percent Yield and Percent Error- The percent yield of the Creighton reaction may

be determined from the ratio of the actual yield to the theoretical yield multiplied by 100%
(eq. 17). For example, if we consider the actual yield of 11.1 mg L-1, which students
determined via ICP-OES using the external calibration method, and the theoretical yield of
15.4 mg L-1, which was estimated stoichiometrically, a percent yield of ~72.0% is obtained
(eq. 18).
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 ×100%
11.1 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 15.4 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1 ×100% = 72.0%
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(17)

(18)

The percent error may be determined by using the theoretical yield as the accepted
value (eq. 19). Using the above values for the theoretical and actual yield, a percent error
of ~27.9% is obtained (eq. 20). Alternatively, one may understand that percent error plus
the percent yield is simply 100%; therefore, if one is determined then the other is implied.
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 −𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑
𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑

15.4 𝑚𝑔𝐿−1 −11.1 𝑚𝑔𝐿−1
15.4 𝑚𝑔𝐿−1

×100%

×100% = 27.9%

(19)

(20)

Percent Difference – Students should also calculate a percent difference to verify
the presence of matrix effects within a sample. This may be achieved be taking the absolute
value of the difference between the external calibration value and the standard addition
value, which is then divided by the average Ag amount obtained using the two methods
(eq. 21). For example, a percent difference of 32.7% was determined using the two Ag
amounts demonstrated here, namely 11.1 mg L-1 and 15.4 mg L-1. When analyzing the
percent difference values, students should notice that a percent difference of less than 10%
suggests that no matrix effects are present.9

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = |

𝐸𝑥𝑡. 𝐶𝑎𝑙. 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒−𝑆𝑡𝑑. 𝐴𝑑𝑑. 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
(𝐸𝑥𝑡. 𝐶𝑎𝑙. 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒−𝑆𝑡𝑑. 𝐴𝑑𝑑. 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)⁄ |
(
2)

11.1 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1 −15.4 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1
(11.1 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1 +15.4 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1 )⁄ |
(
2)

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = |

×100%

×100% = 32.7%

(21)

(22)

Percent Recovery – If matrix effects are present, students are encouraged to
determine the accuracy of the standard addition method. This may be accomplished by
calculating the percent recovery. Students should take the difference between a spiked
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sample and an unspiked sample, and divide it by the concentration of the spike used in the
additions (eq. 23). It is important to note that the concentrations before the consideration
of the dilution factor are utilized here. Furthermore, it does not matter which spiked sample
a student chooses as long as the correct concentration of the spike is calculated and the
respective spiked sample concentration is used. The concentration of the spike added may
then be estimated from the dilution formula. As an example, a 75.0 µL spike of a 10.0 mg
L-1 Ag+ standard to a final volume of 10.0 mL yielded an elemental composition of 75.0
µg L-1 (eq. 24).
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 =

𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 =

𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒−𝑈𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑

(0.075 𝑚𝐿 ×10 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1 )

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 =

10 𝑚𝐿

×100%

= 7.5×10−2 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1

0.147 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1 − 0.077 𝑚𝑔 𝐿−1
0.075

(23)

(24)

×100% = 93.3% (25)

Students should note that the EPA Method 200.7 suggests optimal control limits
within 85 – 115%.9
Pairwise t-test – Another option for students to determine if both methods are
significantly different is a two-sample paired t-test. This can be accomplished by
comparing the class means in Microsoft Excel or with a graphing calculator. For example
using the course averages for the Experimental Nanomaterials and Nanoscience course
listed in Table 4.1, both calibration methods are determined not to be statistically different
at the p = 0.05 level. Students can select the “2-SampTTest” option under the <Stat> tab,
insert their own data and determine if the resultant p-value is significant or not. In this
example, a p-value of 0.385 is obtained using the provided means, the corresponding
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standard deviations, and the sample size (n = 8). Because this value is greater than an
acceptable α-level, the null hypothesis is not rejected, and the means are determined as not
being significantly different.
4.5.

Comparison of the primary and secondary emission lines of Ag:
A comparison of both emission lines can be made in few different ways. First

students can determine another percent difference between both emission lines of their
sample. Alternatively, one could compare the percent errors (Table 4. S2) and identify the
emission line of a larger percent error. Another option is to directly compare the error
(standard deviations) from the concentrations averages (Table 4.1). Again, a t-test could be
used here similarly to the comparison between the two calibration methods.
5.

POST-LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT
A formal laboratory report should be prepared by each student for this experiment.

Students should compare the results obtained with both calibration methods in terms of
specificity and sensitivity. Students should not forget to elaborate on the significance of
the theoretical yield of the Creighton reaction, the percent error, the percent difference, and
the percent recovery. Students should also explain the difference in the results obtained
using both emission lines of Ag. Lastly, depending on the scope of the course, students
could also compare the Ag composition of Creighton colloids measured by ICP-OES to
the UV-Vis absorption estimates from the surface plasmon resonance peak of AgNPs at
about 400 nm. In our previous “laboratory experiment” work,10 we provided a detailed
explanation on how the silver concentration can be roughly estimated using UV-Vis
absorption spectroscopy.
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NOTES FOR INSTRUCTOR(S)


For shorter laboratory time periods, the TA can prepare in advance the colloid, the
standards, the glassware, and even operate the instrument. Even when omitted, the
details of these procedures should be discussed with the students during the recitation
period.



If larger time periods are available, the colloidal nanoparticles should be synthesized
together with the students by following any of the green or nongreen procedures
described in the laboratory experiment from reference 20 of the manuscript.



It should be noted that the U.S. EPA Method 200.7 was slightly modified to fit the
allotted time period at our institution. Instructors are encouraged to follow as closely
as possible the original U.S. EPA method if time and resources permit. This means
that the silver stock solution should be prepared according to the U.S. EPA guidelines
instead of purchasing it, and additional quality controls and assurances (QA’s/QS’s)
should be included to increase confidence in the experimental results. In our laboratory
experiment, we opted to increase the level of confidence by constructing an entire
standard addition calibration curve rather than spiking a single sample. This offered
more hands-on practice to our students and helped them better understand the spiking
concept.



All glassware utilized in the experiment should be thoroughly cleaned in a nitric acid
bath (10% v/v), followed by a sodium hydroxide (1.25 M) in ethanol bath (80% v/v).
Glassware should be rinsed with HQ H2O (>18 MΩ cm) after each step.
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If an ICP-OES instrument is unavailable, a FAAS or GFAAS instrument can be
employed as long as an Ag lamp is available. These options are outlined below:
Flame Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (FAAS) –As long as a silver lamp is available
this is probably the most attractive alternative. FAAS operation is fairly simple and
may fit within the budget of most course allocated funds. Higher calibration standards
may be necessary depending on the sensitivity of the instrument; likewise, a 1:100
dilution of the digested sample may be too large and should be reduced accordingly
so that the expected concentration falls within the calibration curve. Additionally, the
experiment can be elaborated with the exploration of different burner path-lengths and
oxidant options if resources are available.
Graphite Furnace – Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (GFAAS) – Similarly to FAAS,
GFAAS is a suitable alternative without much-added cost. GFAAS has similar
detection limits to ICP-OES, and the samples/standards may be prepared in the same
manner. One distinct advantage is that GFAAS does not require as much sample as
either FAAS or ICP-OES. However, the generation of reproducible results may be
sometimes challenging.
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A tentative time schedule of the proposed activities is given in Table 4.S1.

Table 4.S1. Tentative time schedule for the proposed laboratory experiment. Italics denote
optional activities.
Laboratory
Period

#1

Laboratory
Activity

Time
Period

- Recitation

1 hr

- Creighton colloid synthesis

2 hr

- UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy measurements of
the colloidal AgNPs

30 min

- Chemical digestion of samples

2 hr

- Quantitative dilution of samples

30 min

- External standard preparation

1 hr

- Standard addition preparation

1 hr

- Operation of the ICP-OES

2 hr

- Data analysis together with the students

30 min

#2

TA

#3
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The average percent errors associated with this new laboratory experiment at WSU are
given in Table 4.S2. The percent error for the two methods and the two emission lines
of Ag were determined by comparing the actual yield for both courses to the theoretical
yield for the Creighton reaction. These values were discussed in the manuscript.

Table 4.S2. Average percent errors (%) from each course, calibration method, and
wavelength.

Course name
Instrumental
Analysis

External Calibration

Standard Addition

328.068 nm

328.068 nm

338.898 nm

338.898 nm

5.3%

31.6%

3.9%

48.7%

11.4%

11.8%

2.6%

25.3%

Experimental
Nanomaterials &
Nanoscience
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The percent differences for each WSU student group are summarized in Table 4.S3.
The wide range of values (from 0.9% to 187.2%) is probably due to the diverse student
population (chemistry, physics, biology, environmental sciences, mechanical and
materials engineering, and electrical engineering majors) and errors in sample
preparation. The overall average of the percent difference (42.4%) is larger than the
EPA recommended 10%, which supports the conclusion of matrix effects impacting
the sample analysis.

Table 4.S3. Percent differences (%) calculated for each student group, for the 328.068 nm
emission line of Ag.
Calibration
Method

Experimental
Nanomaterials
& Nanoscience

Instrumental
Analysis

Average

External Calibration
(mg L-1)
11.1

Standard Addition
(mg L-1)
11.2

Percent
Difference (%)
0.9

10.1

0.3

187.2

16.5

15.4

6.8

17.7

15.9

10.5

16.6

18.3

10.1

16.9

18.4

8.6

19.7

15.2

25.7

15.9

8.2

63.2

16.7

10.6

44.5

18.2

11.4

46.5

24.3

12.2

66.6

18.1

19.8

8.5

21.1

15.1

32.9

17.0

17.4

2.2

5.7

23.5

122.3

16.4

14.2

42.4
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Table 4.S4 summarizes the percent differences obtained in the two courses at WSU by
comparing the results corresponding to the primary and secondary emission lines of
Ag. These results were discussed in the manuscript.

Table 4.S4. Percent differences (%) between the primary and secondary emission lines of
Ag based off course averages.
Experimental
Nanomaterials &
Calibration Wavelength
Method

(nm)

Instrumental Analysis

Nanoscience
[Avg.]

%

[Avg.]

%

(mg L-1)

Difference

(mg L-1)

Difference

External

328.068

13.65

Calibration

338.289

13.58

Standard

328.068

15.00

Addition

338.289

17.42
0.49

35.09
12.22
14.82

26.11

11.53
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6.75

74.81

Laboratory supplies required for the proposed experiment


Varian 710 ICP-OES instrument (or other atomic spectrometer equipped for Ag
analysis)



Micropipettes and disposable micropipette tips capable of volumetric uptakes in the
100 - 1,000 L range.



Chemical reagents:
•

Silver nitrate (Ultrapure Grade, 99.5%)

•

Sodium borohydride (99%, powder)

•

Optima nitric acid

•

>18 MΩcm water

•

1,000.0 ± 5.0 mg L-1 of stock Ag+ standard for ICP-OES analysis



50-mL beakers for digestion



50-mL and 100-mL Grade A volumetric for dilutions



Hot plates



15-mL ICP-OES test tubes (if using autosampler)



Glass funnels
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Formative Assessment
The knowledge gained by the undergraduate and graduate students in this new laboratory
experiment was assessed through written pre- and post-laboratory assignments.

Pre-Laboratory Questions
1)

Why are the atomic emission methods with an ICP source better-suited for multielement analysis than the flame atomic absorption methods?

2)

Briefly, explain the two modes in which the ICP torch may be oriented and why one
mode is better suited for lower detection limits than the other.

3)

How many concentric quartz cones make up the ICP torch and what flows through
each?

4)

Briefly explain the standard addition method and indicate for which type of
application it is suitable.

5)

Name two advantages and two disadvantages of the ICP-OES method.
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Answer Key for Instructors
1)

The high-temperature plasma source of the ICP (up to ~ 10,000 K) compared to that
of flame atomic absorption sources (2000-3000 K) make it better suited for multielement analysis, as it can populate a large number of different energy levels for
multiple elements simultaneously. This allows all excited atoms and ions to emit
their characteristic radiation (wavelength) at approximately the same time. Another
advantage is that atomic emission methods with an ICP source do not require
element specific hollow cathode lamps for multi-element analysis when compared
to flame atomic absorption methods.

2)

The ICP torch may be oriented in the axial or radial position. The axial orientation is
better suited for lower detection limits owing to a higher radiation intensity achieved
through its longer path length. The axial orientation also offers greater precision
compared to the radial orientation.

3)

Three: the sample flows through the innermost cone, the tangential argon plasma
support flows through the middle cone, and the auxiliary argon gas flows through
the outer cone.

4)

The standard addition method is a type of calibration that is used when matrix
interferences in a sample are considerable. It consists of producing identical
replicates of an equal volume of a digested sample and spiking them with increased
amounts of a standard of known analyte concentration. The instrument response may
be plotted against the volume of the standard added to each sample replicate, and a
regression analysis is performed. The x-axis intercept corresponds to a zero addition,
i.e., a sample replicate that is not spiked. The product of the raw analyte
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concentration in the sample and the volume of the sample replicate is equal to the
product of the x-intercept and the concentration of the standard solution used for
spiking.
5)

Advantages: increased sensitivity (low detection limits), simultaneous emission
lines or multi-elemental analysis due to the high plasma temperature.
Disadvantages: not applicable to most non-metals, relatively extensive preparation
for analysis and possibility of chemical or spectral interference for multi-elemental
matrices.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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The benefits associated with silver nanoparticles will not be ignored. AgNPs have already
proven themselves in many antimicrobial, conductive, and optical applications. This is likely to
continue, despite the risks to human and environmental health. While toxicological studies have
come a long way, most now generally agree AgNPs possess at least some sort of toxicity, either
inherently or through the release of Ag+ ions. Consequently, the worldwide expansion of silver
nanotechnologies now demands responsive research to assess their environmental impact,
determine techniques to monitor their persistence and transformation, and establish ways to spread
awareness about the associated risks. Thus, the intent of this dissertation was aimed to assert the
significance of nanoparticle research.
In chapter 2, freshwater crayfish was demonstrated as a potential benthic-zone indicator of
freshwater silver pollution in its ionic or nano form by measuring total accumulated silver within
the gills and hepatopancreas of exposed specimen. Chapter 3, established Raman spectroscopy as
a possible methodology to characterize the physisorption and chemisorption mechanisms involved
in the adsorption of AgNPs to hydrated mineral surfaces, namely, muscovite and corundum. Lastly,
chapter 4 acknowledged the importance in educating future STEM students about evolving
nanotechnologies and associated measurements involving in their characterization, such as ICPOES and two calibration methods. Together these conclusions offer insight into AgNPs future and
how to compromise between nanotechnological progress and unfamiliar environmental risks.
In future studies, it is perhaps most important for researchers to consider other types of
silver nanoparticles. In each of these projects, the Creighton synthesis was chosen for its relative
simplicity, low-cost, and popularity. Furthermore, Creighton AgNPs act almost as a AgNP
“standard” since they do not contain many functional groups or stabilizing agents found in many
others and they also exist in the world’s most popular solvent, water. However, in future studies,
another synthesis should be considered because not one formula is used within industrial and
consumer applications.
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Another important future consideration involves more accurately identifying the forms or
states of silver that derive from modern anthropogenic sources. In other words, research needs to
go beyond comparisons between Ag+ and AgNPs. The environment is never that simple. For
example, controls with silver sulfides, chlorides, and even different oxidation states should be
considered as these are likely terminus pathways for silver within freshwater environments.
Likewise, the nature of these measurements usually involve x-rays and more sophisticated
instrumentation and therefore introduce a whole other realm of variables that were note considered
in any of these studies.
Lastly, confidence in almost all scientific results demand reproducibility, but instead of
merely repeating experiments other variables should be tested and explored. For example, different
benthic specimens could be tested to establish if crayfish are truly unique or if it is merely their
location. Also, other minerals could be tested to demonstrate AgNPs tendency to complex more
readily with one mineral surface over another. Or perhaps, other laboratory modules could be
expanded to include other analytical techniques used in nanoparticle characterization and see if the
same interest is generated.
In conclusion, the story of AgNPs fate and transport within freshwater environments will
not end here, but it was never intended to. Nanotechnologies will continue to grow and will infiltrate
our lives in ways never imagined before, and, as with any emerging contaminant, researchers must
strive to keep up and continue to answer the questions others neglect or ignore. Hopefully, these
projects will offer directions and insights into some of these future studies and, ultimately, help
others in the development of their own studies and conclusions.
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